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PARK,

(Maine Bulletin.)
Auctioneer,
No part of the farm operations, both
MAINE.
from the standpoint of health and
SOUTH PARIS,
Tjruis Moderate.
economy, is more important than the
production of garden crops, and the garΛ ΡΛΚΚΕΚ,
I
den is surelv one of the most attractive
spots on the farm. We fear too many of
Attorneys and Counsellor· at Law,
our farmers do not give attention enough
MAINE.
RIM FORD FALLS.
to the vegetables,
small fruits and
General Practice.
Ralph T. Parke» (lowers which add so greatly to the
««•orge Γ>. Blst-ee,
comfort and pleasure of farm life. The
garden is a place in which all the family
L. BUCK,
one
can do
are interested, and each
Surgeon Dentist,
something to aid in its growth. The
MAINE.
busy farmer, in these days when help is
SOUTH PARIS,
so difficult to obtain, and particularly
All my best work warrac;ed.
the farmer who is engaged in some
specialty which requires constant care,
M STEWART, M. D.,
j
may think that he has no time to devote
But we believe no
to garden crops.
farmer can afford to entirely overlook
and
Surgeon,
is complete withthese.
farm
home
No
Phyeician
out a
garden. The fresh, luscious
vegetables and fruits from the garden
South Parle.
Maxim Block,
are not to be compared with those purchased in the markets which were
U. P. JONES,
brought in by some farmer the week
before and left to wilt in the heated atDentist,
mosphere and have lost much of their
fresh, juicy, invigorating taste. These
MAINE.
NORWAY,
fresh fruits and vegetables so easily raisOflce Hour»—9 to 13—1 to 4.
ed on the farm make the farmer's table
especially inviting. His daughters on
F. SMITH,
their return from boarding school appreciate fully the marked difference beAttorney at Law,
tween these delicious garden products
MAINE.
NORWAY.
and those which can be found on the
a Specialty.
Collection»
Block.
Home
table of a city boarding school. The
home is thus made more desirable.
A PARK.
Every farmer can devote a little
space and time to the garden, which
Attorneys at Law,
means so much to the health and happiMAINE.
of the family. If economically
BETHEL,
ness
EUery C. Park.
Addtaoa K. Herrlok.
planned and well arranged, a small
piece of ground, with a comparatively
(>UN S. HARLOW,
slight expenditure of time and labor,
will yield a good supply of vegetables
and fruits for home use. With a judiAttorney at Law,
MAINE.
cious selection of crops, beginning with
DIX FIELD,
an early variety, sometimes a succession
of two or three crops may be grown upΛ WHEELER.
on the same piece of ground during a
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There rase ut ouee a roar of auger
ami disapproval, and Crailey became a
more storm coûter amid tlie upraised
hamls gesticulating madly at him as he

stood, smiling agaiu, upou his chair.
"This comes of living with Tom Vanrevel!" shouted the general furiously.
"This is his cursed abolition teaching!
You're only his echo. You spend half
your life playing at being Vanrevel!"
"Where is Vanrevel?" said Tapping-
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Just
seeing such things—that yours
tlu> character to appeal to a young girl
was

from the convent and full of
oonesty and fine dreams and fire. Noboiy could arrange a more fatal fascination for a girl of nineteen than to
have a deadly quarrel with her father.
And that's especially true when the father's like that mad brute of a Bob
tresh

Then, too, you're more or
lead the town model of virtue and popular hero, in spite of the abolitionism,
just as I am the town scamp. So I let
it go on aud played a little at being
you. saying the things that you only
think-that was all. It Isn't strange
that it's lasted until now. not more
than three weeks, after all. She's only
seen you four or five times and me not
much oftener. No one speaks of you to
Γκ?γ. aud I've kept out of sight when
others were about. Mrs. Tanberry is
Carewe!

"Here."
in the country, and I want forty
more from Itoueu in order to offer the
governor a full company. So It's come
to 'the king, not the man.' Polk is u
pitiful trickster, but the country needs
her sons; that's enough for us to know.
And, while 1 won't drink to James
I'olk"—he plunged a cup in the bowl
men

and drew it out brimming—"I'll empty
this to the president!"
It was then that from tifty throats
the long, wild shout went up that
stirred llotieu and woke the people
from their midnight beds for hulf a
mile around.
L11A1-1L.IV

Alt.

Oil the Urst time it was Crailej
win» sat wailing for Tom to
Iii a chair ilrawu
collie home.
to his partner's desk in the
dust.v oliicc lie half reclined, arms on
the desk, his chin on his clinched lists.
Tom took his own time in coming.
He had stayed at the club to go over
his lists—so he had told Cralley—with
the general and old Bareaud. Ilis company was almost complete, and Cralley
had been the first to volunteer, to the
duuifounding of Trumble, who had proceeded to drink his health again and
again. But the lists could not detain
Tom two h :urs. Cralley knew, and It
was two I:jù.*j since the new volun-

hei only close frioud and, naturally,
wouldn't be apt to mention that you
are dark and I am fair or to describe
us personally any more than you aud
I would mention the general appearance of peoi-le» we both meet about
town. But you needn't tell me that it
Some petty,
can t last much longer.
unexpected trifle will turn up, of
course. All that I want to know Is

what you nicau to do."
"To do?" repeated Tom softly and
blew a long scarf of smoke out of the
window.
"All!"
crailey s voice grew auurp
anil laud, "i'here ure many thiugs you
needn't tell iue. You ueed uot tell uie

what I've doue to you uor what you
think of me. You ueed not tell iue that
you have others to consider; that you
have Miss Curewc to think of. Don't
you suppose I kuow that? And you
ueed uot teil uie that you have a duty
to Fauchon"—
"Yes," Tom broke In, his tone uot
"yes, I've thought of
quite steady
—

that."

"Well?"

"Have you—did you"— He hesitated,
had sung "The Star Spangled
understood immediately.
Banner" ο or the hut of the punch and but Crailey
"No; I haven't seen her again."
had left the club t.> Tom and the two
"But you"—
old men. Only once or twice in that
"Yes, I wrote. I answered the lettime had Cralley shifted his position or
altered the direction of his set gaze at ter."
"As"—
uothing. But at last he rose, went to
"Yes; I signed your name. I told yon
the window and, leaning far out. looked down the street toward the little that I had just let things go on." Craiclubhouse. Its lights were extinguish- ley answered, with an impatient moveed, and all was dark up and down the ment of Ida hands. "What are you gostreet. Abruptly Cralley went back to ing to do?"
"I'm going over to see the governor
the desk and blew out the candle, after
which he' sat down again In the same in the morning. I'll be away two or
Twenty minutes later he three days, I imagine."
position.
beard Tom's step on the stair, coming
"Yanrevel," exclaimed Crailey hotly,
not
up very soft.'y. Cralley waited In sl- "will you give me an answer and
lence until his partner reached the beat about the bush any longer, or do
teers

landing, then relit the candle.
jrou mean that you refuse to answer?"
"Tom," lie called, "come in, please.
Tom dropped bis cigar upon the brick
I've been waiting for you."
window ledge with an abysmal sigh.
There was a pause before Tom an- "Oh, no; It Isn't that," he answered
swered from the hall:
mildly. "I've been thinking It all over
"I'm very tired, Cralley. I think I'll for three days in the country, and
when I got back tonight I found that
go up to bed."
"No," said Cralley; "come In."
( had come to a decision without knowThe door was already open, but Tom ing It and that I bad come to it even
turned toward It reluctantly. He etop- before I started. My leaving the letter
ed at the threshold, and the two looked for you proved It. It's a little like this
at each other.

That
Tired Feeling

I· · Common Spring Trouble.
Ifa a sign that the blood la deficient
(b
juet aa pimple· and other

vitality,

eroptiona an aigna that the blood
la impura.
Ifa a waning, too, which only tha

haaardona fall to head.

! Hood's Sarsaparilla
I

Wanted.

please"—
"So." interrupted Cralley quietly
want to know what you're going

ιί-uii made her believe I was Vanrevel
when her father told her about the
pair of us. I discovered that the night
liis warehouses burned—and 1 saw
something more, because I can't help

Specialist

OLD CARPETS

I thought you wouldn't come as lon«f
you believed I was up," said Oralley, "so I blew out the light. I'm sorry
I kept you outside so loug."
"Cralley. Γη, going away tomorrow,"
the other began. "I am to go over and
see the governor and offer him this
company, and tonight I need sleep go
as

Craliey."

bad."

"Well." Tom looked up now with an
almost tremulous smile, "I believe that
Is about nil I can make of it. Do you
think it's the part of your best frieud
to expose you? It seems to me that If
there ever wnr. η time when I ought to
stand

by you

It's now."

"To do «bout what?"
"About me."
"Aye. where Is he?" raged TrumbK
"Oh!" Turn's eyes fell at once from
hammering the table till the glasses
Is friend s face and rested upon the
rang. "Let him come and answer for
floor. Slowly he walked to the desk
his own teaching. It's wasted time to and stood in embarrassed contemplatalk to this one. He's only the pupil. tion of the littered books and papers,
Where Is the traitor?"
while the other waited.
"
'
"I think It's best for you to tell me
"Here." answered a voice from the
doorway; and. though the word was said Cralley.
"You think so?" Tom's embarrassspoken quietly. It was nevertheless at
that juncture silencing.
Every one ment Increased visibly, and there was
turned toward the door as Vanrevel fufnglod with It an odd appearance of
entered. But the apoplectic genera' | apprehension, probably to relieve which
whom Crailey'e speech had stirred to he very deliberately took two long
cheroots from his pocket, laid one on
» fury beyond control, almost leaped
the desk for Cralley and lit the other
ut Tom's throat.
"Here's the tea sipping old granny!" himself with extreme carefulness at
he
he bellowed hoarsely. (He was ordi- the candle. After this ceremonial
a chair to the window, tilted
uarily very fond of Tom.) "Here's the dragged
low sill,
master! Here's the man whose exam- back In it with his feet on the
to the thin light and his friend,
ple teaches Crailey Gray to throw mud his back
said in a slow, gentle tone:
at the flag. He'll stay here at home and
"Well, Cralley?"
with Crailey, of course, and throw
"I suppose you mean that I ought to
more, while the other boys march out
offer my explanation first?" said the
It!"
«mder
to die
still standing. "Well, there isn't
There veau a Hilcucc while they looked at
"On the contrary, general," answer- ether,
He did not speak doggedly or
each other.
ed Tom, raising his voice, "I think any."
as one in fault, but more with
There was u silence wùiie tbey looked
you'll find Crailey Gray the first to en- sullenly,
the air of a man curiously ready to at each other across the desk in the
list. and, as for myself, I've raised sixty
throw all possible light upon a cloudy falut light. Tom's eyes fell again as
phenomenon. "It's very simple-all Crailey opened his lips.
that I know about it. I went there
"And in spite of everything," Crailey
first on the evening of the Madrillon said breathlessly, "you mean that you
masquerade and played a little come- won't tell:"
"How could I. Crailey?" «aid Tom
dy for her, so that some of my theatrical allusions—they weren't very lllu- Vanrevcl as he turned away.
J mating—to my engagement to Fan-
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ham Marsh.

Plant in hills
StoweU'e Evergreen.
three feet by three feet, from May 10 to
June 15. Thin to three stalks in hill
and cut out all suckers.
season.
at Law,
Counsellors
and
Attorneys
Cucumbers.—Improved White Spine,
The farmer usually has land enough
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
so that he can select a good location for
Early Cluster (for pickling) and Long
Alton C. Wheeler.
James S. Wright.
the garden, and a sunny spot should be Green are among the desirable varieties.
chosen, sloping to the south or east. Plant in hills five feet apart each way,
The soil should be deep, mellow and from middle of May to last of June (for
well drained. If there is plenty of room, pickles), thin out to four plants to a hill.
the vegetable garden should be devoted If the cucumber beetle is troublesome,
or dust
to vegetables alone, and not mixed with cover with screen topped boxes
Me.
14 Main St.,
fruit. A plot twice as long as wide is a on plaster. If too persistent, spray with
good shape, and it should be so arrang- Bordeaux mixture and Paris green.
Peas.—Nott's Excelsior, Abundance,
ed that the most of the work can be
done with the horse. The soil should Horsford's Market Garden, and Telebe prepared in the best possible manner phone are desirable varieties. Peas
and well fertilized. The garden responds should be sown as early as the ground
three feet
to good care as readily as any other part can be worked in drills two or
of the farm. Above all, look carefully apart. They should be covered at least
after the weeds, and see that they are three inches deep.
Potatoes.—A few early potatoes are
All Kinds of Pipe Repairing, Lead destroyed in the early part of the
desirable, and if none are planted in the
season.
and Iron.
Small fruits are easily grown, and field a few rows in the garden will not
off the
nothing is more palatable or wholesome come amiss. Be sure to keep
Telephone 134-11.
for summer food. The common vegeta- potato beetle. A teaspoonful of Paris
bles and fruits are within the reach of green to a two-gallon sprinkler of water,
all, and to those who have the time and applied when needed, will do this.
Squashes.—Summer squashes are not
fancy for experimenting, and for the
is pergrowing of those which may be termed very desirable. The Crookneck
feet
luxuries, the variety of plants which haps the best. Plant in hills five
and allow four plants to
may be grown in the garden is almost apart each way,
market
For
unlimited.
gardening, » hill. Boston Marrow comes next as a
which we believe may be pursued with late summer and early fall variety, folwinter use.
profit in many par's of the state, where lowed by the Hubbard for the
ground
markets are easily accessible, the varie- They should be put in after
of frost
ties, of course, must be chosen with has become warm and all danger
reference to the market demands and is
past. The late or running varieSatisfaction (iutrUlas.tes. Cash or Credit.
ties should be planted at least 8 feet
the profits to be derived.
16 Years Experience.
Eyes Tested
antced.
The tlower garden should also receive apart each way, and only two or three
Free. Graduate Optician.
its share of attention. If returns in plants to the hill should be allowed.
dollars and cents are not as apparent, Sprinkle with plaster to keep off beetles,
Maine.
One Year in
certainly the sunshine which these beau- or cover with boxes until well started.
tiful Howers bring into our homes, and It is well to cut the ends of the runners
All Kinds of Optical Repair Work.
their retining, purifying influences, have after the ground gets well covered, so
not to be
a valut,
lightly estimated. that the nourishment will go into the
w anted.
Some oue has said, "The world without squashes instead of extra vines.
farmer tlowers would be like a face without a
At the Beeches, a
War )( Sheep and Cattle Men.
a'd man of all work and his wife smile." No farmer should grudge a
little time devoted to the culture of the
to
Good wages.
and
homes
Howers which brighten our
IT HAS EXTENDED ALL OVEK THE WEST,
Dr. Charlotte F. Hammond,
inspire us to better living and thinking.
BUT IS NEARING SETTLEMENT.
Paris Hill, Maine. A few dowering shrubs and perennials
the
of
the
to
much
will add
beauty
The situation has been duplicated so
home grounds, and these require but
times that one incident ha*
little care. Then, with a good selection many, many
A settler who has perSecond quality, dry, hard wood, of annuals, the home may be supplied become typical.
few acres of bottom land in which
summer until haps a
from
tlowers
with
cord,
early
size,
all round, good
$3 50 per
to grow a little alfalfa runs a few dozen
This is a good trade. late in the fall.
delivered.
head of cattle on the bench range back
from the creek. He may have beoc
Also later, second quality green, all
A Home Garden.
there a lung time; he may have juel
round.
(I'rof. Κ. K. liltrlilntc-i. Slate Eotomoioglst, in
At all events
come into the country.
Maine Bulletin )
E. VV PENLEY,
he came tiret. He is a resident of the
home
is
"What
The old saying ie,
A. K.
and a taxpayer. He may nol
without a mother?" The new, "What is county
own a foot of that range; but its exhome without a garden?" The farm
is what brought him to that pari
HOLLISTERS
home could hardly exist without a good istence
of the country aud made it worth hit
hand
wife's
is
the
It
right
good
garden.
while to maintain that little homestead.
supporter, in fact, the planning and care
the creek
Δ Eacy Medicine for Bssy People.
the table with the mere There is enough range along
of
furnishing
Renewed
Vigor.
Β ring·; Golden Health and
for all the settlers; at any rate,
essentials of life, to say nothing of the country
Live
if the
for
s-KViflc
IndigesUot).
and
A
Constipation.
do not quarrel for it.
luxuries, would be an unbearable drudg- they
(in ! Ki'lii -v Tr"iible-i. Pimples. Eczema, Impure
runs short near at band they drive
Η: (-1 Ri ! L>re;nh. Slu^ç'sh Bowels, Headache ery were it not for the inexhaustible rauge
cattle back into the hills. One daj
and Backu. lii·. It's K<>cky Mountain Tea in taband variety of good things taken their
Genuine made by supply
!··: form, :v. cuts α box.
the settler takes his family and drives
the
farm
Wis.
from
nature's
storehouse,
IIol· :sTf« l)iri Coupant, Madison,
off to some town, say, tifty or a hundred
60LDEN frJGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE garden.
miles away, and is gone for several days.
LOCATION.
When be comes back he hardly knowe
The first and most essential step in the his place. His few acres of inclosure, per
making of a home garden is in the right haps, have not been touched, but foi
selection of a location. If convenient, miles around the ground is barren and cul
CURE
the locution should be near the farm by tiny hoofs. A band of several thoubuildings, as upon the busy housewife, sand sheep passing through the country
all too ofieu, falls the burden of secur- has stopped in his neighborhood for a few
is quickly absorbed.
ing the vegetables for the table, and it days. His cattle and horses have eithei
Gives Relief at Once.
If possible,
uear by.
must needs be
g,me back into the hills to find someselect a spot on the south side of the thing on which to live, or they are stand
It cleanses, soothes
buildings. The ideal soil is a light loam, ing about the homestead with a down
heals ami protects
with not too heavy a subsoil; a soil that cast air. When that settler turns anc
the diseased mem.
can be worked to at least a foot in depth,
looks his family in the face he déclara
brane. It cures Cawith a gentle slope, enough to provide war. He curses "those vermin" sheep.
tarrh and drives
a
Select
surface
drainage.
for a natural
And if the destruction of range has nol
awav a Cold in the
location free from witch grass.
Head quickly. Rebeen so complete that he is driven out ol
stores the Se usee of
the country the next sheepherder whi
1'HE Γ Α ΚΑΤΙΟΝ OK THE SOIL.
Τ ate and Smell. Full size 50cts., at Drag,
on the crest of the hill findi
appears
on sod land,
be
is
to
the
If
garden
maiL
a stern looking man wh<
gists or by mail ; Trial Size 10 cts. by
ma- himself met by
of
a
barnyard
coating
heavy
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York. apply
In the says, "Git," and the sheepherder "gits.1
nure in the fall and plow under.
Otherwise he is liable to be surprised ii
spring sow on 300 pounds of high grade the middle of the night, and left bounc I
one ton of good, hard wood
or
phosphate
in the sagebusb, while his sheep are sho
ashes to the acre, and barrow it until
and scattered to bo the prey of coyotes
the soil is thoroughly and finely pulverThis struggle between the cattle anc
ized. Pick off the stones, if any, and
Il
men is an economic problem.
rake over the grouud with an iron gar- sheep
will know no settlement until the whole
den rake.
It
began awaj
country is under fence.
SELECTION OF SEEDS.
Jeweler and Graduate Optioian.
over in Texas and in the Indian Terri
The right selection of seeds is one of tory, and has worked across the country
the first steps, and upou this depends in until now it is more active in Centra I
For tweni]
a great measure the success or failure of Oregon than anywhere else.
the home gardeu. Send for catalogues years there has been trouble in Colorado
of several reliable seed hou-es, and from Bands of thousands of sheep have beei 1
these select the best varieties of the shot down and driven over precipices ii
things you mos· deidre. The best seeds that state. The same thing has hap
are none too good, aud cheap seeds are pened in Wyoming, but that is largely
fenced country now. The struggle als<
very dear at any price.
existed in Idaho, but was never so ver*
PLAN OF GARDEN.
MAINE.
bad, on account of the topography ο
A detinite plan kIiouM be made of the the country. The sheep men largei;
It i» better to have the control the district south of the Salin<>i
area plowed.
plot twice as Ion·: as wide, and so sit- River, while to the north of the Salmoi
uated that it can be cultivated both River there are practically no sheep, ant 1
ways.
the cattle own the country. The moun
THINNING.
tains between the two sections of th< ,
line."As soon as the plants are well undei s'at* form a natural "dead
way go over the whole garden and thin Paciflc Weekly.
out the hills and rows, removing the
when made Into handsome, durable, reweak plat.te. if any, and leaving good
Raising Hubbard Squashes.
versible. HANDMADE
thrifty stock to develop. Plants in rows,
I selected about an eighth of an acr 3
like beets, carrots, onions, parsnips, of
good soil, which was plowed am
radishes and turnips, thin to from tw< harrowed until very mellow, write
and
*lie
siz«
to six inches,
Entirely new process, any
upon the
Walton P. Gardner in Farm and Fireside
rarfcty of design. Costa lea· and will
of the vegetable.
I then made the hills nine feet apar
outwear any ru* made.
FERTILIZERS.
Call and see sample or send for booklet M.
each way so that 1 could cultivate thee
I mixed some he
NOVELTY RUG CO.,
Thoroughly composted barnyard dress with a horse. Then
in each hill. I pnt ten seeds ii ,
ing is all right if free from weed seet I manure
368 Congress Street.
had grow ι
and larv» of our "June bag," but an each hill, and when they
MAINE.
PORTLAND,
large enough I thinned them to thre 8
less it is thoroughly composted it it al
■
iriost sure to contain one or both o F healthy plants.
They were near the henhonse, so th s
these pests. Night soil Is one of th< >
off. I made som 5
best fertilizers for squashes. There ii hens kept the bugs
racks of small strips of board to fit ove r
no danger of getting the land too rich
to prevent the bens from di{
provided it is thoroughly mixed witlit ι each hill
ging the plants oat. They grew ver
Wood the coir the soil. Care should be exercised
All kinds of
tba t fast. When fall came I picked 25
and
solicitée the as· of ben dressing board·only 01 ι
year.
used,
squashes, some of whloh weighed 8 3
the
from
taken
dropping
All weighed 8,50 0
H. D. COLE,
account of weed seed. Road dost ο r pounds apiece
market and sol 1
or cukes—should b ) pounds, which I took to
lime
Pond, Me.
plaster—*ot
under th· roosts in order U ι J for a fair price.
used

A Positive

It doesn't seem to me
grown clear.
here he drew a deep
that"
that
breath before be went on with Increasing nervousness—"that If you like a
man and have lived with him α good
maoiy years—that is to say, If you're
really much of u friend to blm, I don't
believe you sit on α high seat and
judge him. Judging and all that
haven't much part in it, and It seems to
me that you've got yourself Into a pretty bad mlxup,
"It's pretty
said Cralley.
"Tes.
—

By BOOTH TARKINGTON.

Bush Beans.—Put in at least two
kinds. Golden Wax and Low's Champion are first-class, the oue a cream pod
and the other green. Low's Champion
is the best all-round etring, shell and
dry bean I know of. Sow in rows three
feet apart in May and June. Cover two
inches deep. Avoid rust by not cultivating or picking when vines are wet.
Pole Beans.—Set poles four feet each
way. Select four varieties, a wax podded and green for string or snap bean,
and an early Lima with some variety of
Horticultural. Plant in May. The remarks under bush beans will apply
here.
Beets.—It is well to raise two varieties of beets, an early one for summer
and fall and a later one for winter, although the same variety may be used for
both by an early and late sowing. Drill
in rows two feet apart and thin to four
inches in the row. Sow from May 1st to
June Ιδ. Cover one inch deep. The
thinning may be delayed until the tops
are large enough for greens, if desired.
Corn.—There are so many varieties of
sweet coru on the market that it is hard
It is hard
to judge which are the best.
to tind a good early corn that is sweet.
assortment
a
make
The following
good
from early to late: Early Crosby, Early

Minnesota,

from Cralley's clear gaze, and hie hand
fidgeted among the papers on the desk.
"No," he began with a painful lame"I did not mean
ness and hesitation.
it—no. I meant that, in the same way,
only one thing In this other—this other
affair that seems so confused and la
such a problem—only one thing has

The Two Vanrevels
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retain the ammonia. The best way to
compost hen dressing is to turn it out
of the barrels in whiob it has been stored during the winter, in a heap on the
barn floor, and pitch it over, adding dry
earth or plaster and slightly wetting
down the cooe shaped pile. Before it
heats enough to allow any ammonia to
escape shovel over again, covering the
pile each time with a coating of earth or
plaster. In this way it will become
thoroughly composted for use. Do not
It
use any of it around tomato plants.
is especially good
for gooseberries,
as
strawberries, currants, etc., as well
most of the garden truck. Hard wood
ashes are especially good for the home
garden and small fruits. High grade
fertilizers are also essential. One would
not think of having a first class garden
without the use of some high grade
fertilizer. It should be used with everything planted, no matter how rich the
land, as it contains the quickly available
plant food needed.
KINDS

Democrat.

Oxford

The
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Mexican war—a mixed up problem.
The thing Is bound to happen, and you
can't stop It. I believe the men who
make this war for their own uses will
iuffer for it. But It is made, and there's
only oue thing I can see as the thing
for me to do. They've called me every
name on earth—and the same with you,
too, Crailey—l>ecause I'm an abolitionist, but now, whether the country has

sinned or not, a good many thousand
men have got to do the bleeding for
her, and I want to be one of them.
That's the one thing that is plain to
tno."
"Yes," returned Crailey. "You know
I'm with you, and I think you're always right. Yes, we'll all be on the
way in a fortnight or so. Do you' mean
of
you won't quarrel with me because
lhat? Do you mean It would be a poor
time now, when we're all going out to
take our chances together?"
"Quarrel with youï" Tom rose and
came to the desk, looking across It at
his friend. "Did you think I might do
that?"

"Yea—I thought so."
"Crailey !" And now Tom's expression showed desperation. It was that
of η man whose

apprehensions

have

culminated and who Is forced to face
I crisis long expected, long averted,
but Imminent at last. His eyes fell

CHAPTER XV.

a damsel fair,
And tears were in her eyes;
Her head and arms were bare;
I heard her bursting sighs.

"Methought I mot

"I stopped und looked her in the face.
'Twas then she sweetly smiled.
Her features shone with mournful grace
Far more than nature's child.

"With diffident and downcast eye,
In modest tones she spoke.
She wiped a tear and gave a sigh
And then her silence broke"—

S

Ο sang Mrs. Tanberry at the
piano, relieving the melan-

which possessed her,
but Nelson, pausing In the
haï· κ> listen and exceedingly curious
concerning the promised utterauce of
the damsel fair, was to suffer disappointment, as the ballad was broken
off abruptly and the songstress closed
the piano with a monstrous clatter.
Little doubt may be entertained that
the noise was designed to disturb Mr.
Carewe. who sat upon the veranda cona strong cigar, and less that

m

choly

sulting

the intended insult was accomplished.
For an expression of a vindictive nature was predpitated in that quarter
so simultaneously that the bang of the
as
piano lid and the curse were even
of a musket and the immethe

report

diate cry of the wounded.
Mrs. Tanberry at once debouched
cloudupon the piazza, showing a vast,
ed countenance. "And 1 hope to heaven you already bad a headache!" she

exclaimed.
"The courtesy of your wish, madam,"
Carewe replied, with an angry llash
of his eye, "is only equaled by the
kindness of heaven iu answering It. I
have, iu fact, a headache. I always

have nowadays."
"That's good Hews,"

returned

the

lady heartily.

"1 thank you," retorted her host.
"Perhaps if you treated your daughwith even

ter

a

decent Indian's kind of

politeness you'd enjoy better health."
"Ah! And in what failure to perform
my duty toward her have I incurred

your displeasure?"
"Where is she now?" exclaimed the
other excitably. "Where is she now?"
"I cannot say."
"Yes, you can, Robert Carewe!" Mrs.
Tanberry retorted, with a wrathful
gesture. "You know well enough she's
in her own room, and so do I, for I
tried to gi't in to comfort her when I

heard her crying. She's iu there with
the door bolted, where you drove her!"
"I drove her!" he sneered.
"Yes; you did, and I heard you. Do
you think I couldn't hear you raging
and storming at her like a crazy man?
Why can't you be a good father to

1er?"
"Perhaps you might begin by asking
1er to be a good daughter to me."
"What has she done?"
"The night before I went away ehe
a
u to a lire and behaved there like

street hoiden. The ladies of
Carewe family have not formerly
drcd a notoriety of that kind."

limon
•

If a Cow gave

Butter

"Bah!" said Mrs. Tauberry.
"The uext morning, when I taxed ber
with it, cbe dutifully defied and Insulted me."
"I can imagine tlie delicacy with
which you 'taxed* her. What has.that
to do with your devilish tantrums of

this afternoon, Robert Carewe?"
"I am obliged to you for the expression," he returned. "When I came
home this afternoon I fonnd her reading that thing." He pointed to many
very small fragments of Mr. Cummings' newspaper, which were scattered about the lawn near the veranda.

"Well?"
"Do you know what that article was,
madam, do you know what It was?"
Although breathing heavily, Mr. Carewe had compelled himself to a certain outward calmness, but now, in the
uncontrollable agitation of his anger,
he sprang to his feet and struck one of
the wooden pillars of the porch a shocking blow with the bare knuckles of bis
clinched hand. "Do you know what It
It was a eulogy of that Vanwas?
revel! It pretended to be an account
of the enrollment of his Infernal company. but it was nothing more than a
glorification of that nigger loving
hound! His company—a lot of sneaks,
who'll run like sheep from the first
greaser—elected him captain yesterday, and today he received an appointment as major! It dries the blood in
my veins to think of it—that black dog
a major!
Heavens, am I never to
bear the last of him? Cummings wrote
It, the fool, the lying, fawning, slobbering fool. He ought to be shot for it!
Neither he nor his paper ever enters
my doors again! And I took the dirty
sheet from her hande and tore it to

pieces"—
"Yes," Interposed Mrs. Tanberry. "It
looks as If you bad done It with your

teeth."
—"and etamped It Into the ground !"
"Oh, I Iieard you!" she said.
Carewe came close to her and gave
ker a long look from such bitter eyes
"If
that ber own fell before them.
you've been treacherous to me, Jane
Tanberry," be said, "then God punish
you! If they've met—my duughter and
that man—while I was away, It is on
your head."
He turned and walked to the door,
while the indomitable Mrs. Tanberry,
silenced for once, sank into the chair
he had vacated. Before he disappeared
within the house lie paused.
"If Mr. Vanrevei has met my daughter," he said in a thick voice, stretching out both hands in a strange, menacing gesture toward the town that lay
darkling in the growing dusk, "if he
has addressed one word to her or so
much us allowed his eyes to rest on her
overlong, let him take care of himself!"
"Oh, Robert, Robert!" Mrs. Tanberherry cried in a frightened whisper to
self. "All the fun and brightness went

out of the world when you came
home!"
But there were other reasons than
the return of Robert Carewe why
Rouen had lost the Joy and mirth that
belonged to it. Nay, the» merry town
It
had changed beyond all credence.
wan hushed like a sickroom and dolefully murmurous with forebodings of

farewell and

sorrow.

For all the very llower of Rouen's
youth had promised to follow Tom
Vanrevel on the long and arduous Journey to Mexico, to march burning miles
under the tropical sun. to face strange
fevers and the guns of Santa Anna.
Few were the houses of the more pretentious sort that did not mourn in
prospect the going of sou or brother

close friend. Mothers already wept
not in secret, fathers talked with husky
bravado, and every one was very kind
to those who were to go, speaking to
them gently and briuging them little
foolish pre sents. Nor could the hearts
of girls now longer mask as blocks of
or

Ice to the

prospective conquistadores.

Madrillou's young brother,
Jean, after a two years' Beatrice and
Benedict wooing of Tri .vie Cheuoweth.

Eugene

that notable

spittire,

announced his en-

gagement upon the day after his

en-

listment and recounted to all who
would listen how his termagaut fell
upon bis neck In tears when she heard
the news. "And now she cries about
me all the time," finished the frank
Jean blithely.
But there was little spirit for the old
Fanchou, Virginia and
merriments.
five or six others spent their after
noons mournfully, and yet proudly,
sewlug aud cutting large pieces of colored silk, fashioning u great tlag for
their sweethearts and brothers to bear
southward and plant where stood the

but
it has to be emulsified

before

we can

digest it.

Scott's Emulsion
the

best

oil

combines
with the valuable hypophosDhites so that it is
easy to digest and does
far more good than the
oil alone could. That
makes Scott's Emulsion
the most strengthening,
nourishing food medicine In the world.

...

up your mind to do It fur him to-

"Ie father to go with us?" asked Betty It was through Mrs. Tanlxvry that
Bbe now derived nil Information concerning Mr. Carewe. ne be had not dlrectly addressed her since the after
noon when he discovered her reading
the Journal's extra.
"No: we are to meet him there. Π
seems

pleaeanter than ueualthU
Mrs. Tanberry

rather

remarked

evening,"
hopefully

as she retired.
"Den we mus' git ready to share
trouble tomorrer!" commented the
kneeling Mamie. with a giggle.
Alas, poor adoring servitress. she re
celved a share unto herself that very
evening, for her young mistress, usually as amiable as a fair sumuitr * 5·
fidgeted, grumbled, found nothing
wen done <md was never two minutes
In the same mind. After donning the
selected dress, she declared It a frigiit,
tried two others, abused each roundly,
dismissed her almost weeping handmaiden abruptly and again put on the
first. Sitting down to the mirror, she
epent u full hour over the arrangent ut

of her hair.
When Mrs. Tauberry came In to tell
her that Nelson was at the block with
carriage Miss Betty aid not turn,
and the elder lady stopped on the
threshold and gave a quick, asthmatic
gasp of delight.
"Oh." said Mrs. Tanberry, "you make
me want to be a man! I'd pick you up
and run to the north pole where no
can tell
one could ever follow. And
you that It hurts not to throw my
arms round you aud kiss you, but
you're so exquisite I don't want «

Ïbe

touch

you!"

"Dance wid de hau'somdest. screamed Mamie, purging ui-roar.o'.|;d} to
gee the last of her as she jumped n o
carrlai.·. "·»»
kiss de one you love i.o be*
••That will he you!" said Miss Β ty

So

<V'f ta"

to Mrs. Tanberry and kissed the >,ood

lady agaiu.

CHAPTER XVI.

Μ

Is a matter not of notoriety,
but of the happiest celebrity,
that Mrs. Tan berry danced
tlut night; and not on.y that
she danced, but that she waltzed. Γο
the lot of Tappiughani Marsh («h·»m
she pronounced the most whe«Il.ug
vagabond, next to Cralley Gray, of her
acquaintance) it fell to
and. after walking a quadrille «•tl'the
elder Chenoweth, she waltzed
Tappingham. More extniorumary to
relate, she danced down both her pa t
ner aud the music. Thereup n. dkl Mr.
Bareaml. stung with envy, dare emulation aud essay a scboittisi

I'^uadeber

.e_

Chenoweth. I»'1
marvelously well for many delectabk
fe·*
turns before he unfortunately
down. It was a night when a scu ρ
tured god would have danced ou his
Miss

,rl.;

Trlxle

June, but not overwaim
balm in the air and rose leaves o. ht
breeze: and even Minerva s great h» α
might have marked the time «ha or
chestra kept. Be sure they waltzed
again to "Those Endearing Young
Charms:"

pedestal:

Oh, the heart that has truly loved never
forgets,
But na truly loves on to the close.
As the· sunflower turns on her god when
he sets
The same look that she gave when he
the volunteers were rein their regimentals-Mr.
Marsh (who had l>eeii elected captain
of the new company to succeed Van
revel) and Will Cummings and Jean
Madrlllon. the lieutenants. This glory
was coullned to the otlicers, who had
ordered their uniforms at home, for the
Three

Crailey Fanchou had

a

privates nnd noncommissioned otlicers

were to receive theirs at the state rendezvous. However, although this gala
adornment was limited to the three
gentlemen mentioned, their appearance
added "an indescribable air of splendor and pathos to the occasion," to
quote Mr. Cummiugs once more. Λ
fourth citizen of the town who might
bave seize» 1 upon this opportunity to

display himself as a soldier neglccted
to take advantage of it and stole in
quietly toward the last in his ordinary
attire, leaving his major's uniform

chair in bis own room.
to be presented to the
volunteers at the close of tbe evening,
and Tom came for that—so be claimed
folded on

Tbe flag
to

a

was

bis accusing soul.

more

urchins of the street observed periods
of gravity and even silence, that a notion entered the head of Mrs. Tan berefry—young Jauey Tanberry—to the
fect that such things were all wrong.
She declared energetically that this
was no decent fashion of farewell; that
after the soldiers went away there
would be time enough to enact the
had left behind them, and

was decided that a ball should be given
to the volunteers of Rouen two nights
before their departure for the state rendezvous, and It should be mnde the
noblest festival in Rouen's history.
The subscribers took their oath to It.
Miss Betty laid out her prettiest dress
ftnt evening, and Mrs. Tanberry came
iu and worshiped it as it rested, like
foam of lavender and white and gray,
upon the bed, beside the snowy gloves
with their tiny, stiff lace gauntlets,
while two small white sandal slippers,

with Jeweled buckles where the Rtraps

crossed each other, were being fastened
the
upon Miss Betty's silken feet by
vain and gloating Mamie.

"Ifa a wicked cruelty, princess Γ exclaimed Mre. Tanberry. "We want to
cheer the poor fellowa and help them to
be gay, aod here do you deliberately
plan to make them sick at the thought
Send for free sample.
of leaving the place that holds you I Or
éCQTT & BOWNE, Chemists
have you discovered that there's one
New York poor vagabond of the band getting off
4O0-415 Pearl Street
without having bis heart broken, and
SOo. and $1.00. All druggie*·

liu<! this man to uiakc her manner

strained nnJ mechanical? What right
bad bis eyes always to stir ber as they

did?

A!j, that other should have come, if
only to stand between her and thia
tall hypocrite whose dark glance had
such strength to disturb her. What
lies that gaze contained, ail in the one
Hash—the strange pretense of comprehending her gently, but completely-a
Bad compassion, too, and with It a look
of farewell, seeming to say, "Once
more 1 have come for this—and Just

'Goodby!'

"
For she knew that be was
with
the others, going perhaps
going
forever, only the day after tomorrowthen she would see him no more and be
free of him. Let the day after tomorrow come soon! Miss Betty hated herself for understanding the adieu, and
hated herself more because she could
not be sure that, In the startled moment of meeting before she collected
herself, she had let it go unanswered.
She bad done more than that. Without knowing it, she bad bent ber head
to his bow. and Mr. Carewe had seen
both the salutation and the look.
The young men were gathered near
the orchestra, and, to the hilarious
strains of "Yankee Doodle," the flag
they were to receive for their regiment was borne down the room by tho
sisters and sweethearts who had made
it, all of whom were there except Fan·
chon Bareaud. Crailey bad persuaded
her to surrender the flag for the sako
of speu.llng this evening, next ! > ii!s
last lu Uoucn, >:t home alone with I 'm.
The eider C'henowetb made the speech
of presentation—that is. he made part
of it before he broke down, for his sou
stood In the ranks of the devoted band.
Until this incident occurred all had
gone trippingly, for every one had tried
to put the day after tomorrow from his
mind. Perhaps there might not have
tears even now if the
been so

manyt

young men had not stood together so
smilingly to receive their pift. It was
seeing them so gay and confident, so
strong In their youth and so unselfish
of purpose. It was this and the feeling
that all of them must sufTer and some

of them die before they came back, so
that when Mr. Cbenoweth. choking In
his loftiest flight, came to a full stop,
and without disguise buried Ills faee In
his handkerchief, Mrs. Tanberry, the
apostle of gayety. openly sobbed.
Cbenoweth, without more ado, carried
the flag over to TappinKham Marsh,
whom λ a η revel directed to receive it,
and Tappingham thanked the donors
without many words, because there
were not then many at his command.
Miss Carewe had been chosen to sing
"The Star Spangled Banner," and she
stepped out a little from the crowd to
face the young man as the orchestra
sounded the first chord. She sang In h
full, clear voice, but when the volunteers saw that as she sang the tears
were streaming down her cheeks in
spite of the brave voice they began to
choke with'the others. If Miss Betty
Carewe found them worth weeping
for. they could afford to cry a little for
themselves. Vet they Joined the chorus
nobly and raised the roof with the
ringing song, sending the flamboyant,
proud old words thunderously to
heaven.

{TO

BE

OOHTWUTO.J

THE TOY INVENTOR.
HI·

Tn»k la to Catch
K*iify of the I'ulille.

Hartleat

th·

The «mill inventor Is h η important
factor in the mechanical toy business,
mid he earns all of the living he gets
111 thinking lip devices. lie is most con·
corned with the small mechanical toys,
nul, in addition to the prime requisite
of putting forth something novel, he
must get something which costs as litand which catches the
tle as

possible

fancy of the multitude. This last point

is one which is most ditlicult to cover.
No student of the subject has ever yet
been able to discover or deduce the
cycle in which the public taste moves,
and it is still hit or miss as to whethei
an
a figure which walks on Its hands,
airstiip with wings or au acrobat who
works by gravity will be the best seller. Then, when the invention has been
achieved, the inventor has still the
of Ending the maker who will
inbuy it and pay a fair price. The

problem

maker are in much the
as the writer and publisher; both go through the same mental turmoil as to the timeliness of the
output and both take the same risks.
The inventor who has been in the
business long learns at last the best
places at which to offer his wares aud
has more or less of an idea of what
he
they ought to bring him. and once
has acquired this knowledge his entire
with
energy is devoted to keeping up
the demand for newness. Something
absolutely different front anything else
previously offered is In general better
than an improvement of an old idea,
and that is why in mechanical toys the
veutor

same

presentiment

vivid than auy born of tin* natural fears for his safety. It came to
her again and again, reappearing in
her dreams. She shivered and started
often as she worked on the flag, then
bent her fair head low over the gaj
silks, while the others glanced at her
sympathetically. And when the flag
was completed save for sewing the
stars upon the blue ground she took it
insisted
away from the others and
upon finishing the work herself.
It was at this juncture, when the
weeping of women was plentiful, wheu
old men pulled long faces and the very

er

of

splendent

malaria and quinine that the fevers of
the south and Mexico m*st find him
Invuluerabie, and even his mother l>elleved he would only thrive and grow
But about
on his soldiering.

hearty

withm i;.T, tnat the encounter bad a

perceptible effect upon ber. What pow-

rose.

palace of the Montezumas.
That was sad work for Fanchou,
though it was not for her brother's
sake that she wept, since, as every one
knew, Jefferson was already so full of

mankind would have to
invent miik. Milk Is Na- girls they
should be
ture's emulsion —butter that uutll then the town went
about
made enlivening. So she
for
digesin
shape
put
a revival of cheerfulness.
preaching
tion. Cod liver oil is ex- Nor was her vigor spent in vain. It
tremely nourishing,

Γη

night?"

and

position

device is seldom seen two season*
In succession.—Philadelphia Itecord.

same

THE USEFUL YAWN.
rhl· Lnnir Ventllatlnu 1'rocrn Serre·
a Double Purpose.
The act of yawning is distinctly beneficial in two ways. In the first placo
It serves the purpose of lung ventila-

)irn. Tanl ctry cunie in and worshiped it.
lie entered unobserved and made bis
to
way, keeping close to tbe wall,
where Mrs. Bareaud sat, taking a cHair
it ber side, but Kobert Carewe, glancing thither by chance, saw him and
rbanged countenance for an Instant.
Mr.

Carewe

composed

bis

features

iwlftly, excused himself with elaborate courtesy from Miss Cbenoweth,
with whom be was talking, and crossed
tbe room to a corner near his enemy.
Presently, as tbe music ceased, tbe

volunteers were bidden to come forward, whereupon Tom left Mrs. Bareaud and began to work bis way down
the room. Groups were forming and
breaking up in the general movement
of tbe crowd, and tbe dissolving of one
brought him face to face with Elizabeth Carewe, who was moving slowly
Id the opposite direction, a small flock
of suitors in ber train.

The confrontation came so sudJenly
and so unexpectedly that before either
into
was aware they looked squarely
each other's eyes full and straight, and

both stopped Instantly, as though transfixed, Miss Betty leaving a sentence
forever half complete. There was a
fierce, short vocal sound from the crowd
behind Vanrevel, but no one noticed
Sir. Carewe, and then Tom bowed

gravely,

as

In

apology

for blocking the

tion. The lungs are not filled or exhausted by ordinary respiration. There
Is a certain quantity of air which physiologists call "residual air" left In the
recesses of the lungs after the ordinary
respiration. This In tline becomes vitiated and affects the blood and, through
it, the nervous centers.
The result Is a yawn, which is really
a stretching of the respiratory chamber
to its fullest capacity and the filling
of it with freshly inspired air which
drives the vitiated air out. Yawning Is

also beneficial in so far as it opens,
stretches and ventilates the vocal, nasal aud auditory chambers in immediate connection with the mouth.
Tho cracking sound often heard when
ytiwiiiug Is due to the stretching and
opening of the eustachian tubes, which

form a communication between the
middle ear and the back of the throat
The deafness which often accompanies
a cold is due to the congestion of these

tubes.—London Hospital.

Unfamiliar With th· iMit.

"Yes," remarked the professor, "I
rather pride myself on the discovery of
another hypothesis."
"Indeed," replied Mrs. Cumrox, a lit"I had an idee they
tle doubtfully.
were quite extinct."—Washington Star.
V«*7 Different Trial·.

Tees—Aren't you going to choir r··
Tees—
Jess—No.
bearsal tonlgut?
You'd better. We're «ping to give that
Jess—Can't I am
new hymn a trial.
going to give a new him a trial my*
•elf.

way, and passed on.
Miss Betty began to talk again, much
at random, with a vivacity too greatly
exaggerated to be gcuuine, while the
high color went from ber checks and
Harrah, or boxxab, la the oldest and
left ber pale. Nothing could have enthe
common exclamation Id all Ian·
most
than
ber
e!f
with
more
her
raged

consciousness,

now

suddenly strong guig··.

ESTABLISHED IMS.
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THE OXFORD BEARS.
THE DOINQS OP THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
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Paris Hill.

FORBES,

rtnt HapUet Church, Rev. B. O. Taylor, putor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service M
it 11 H.
School
Editor· «Ml Proprietor·.
7 30 r. m. Y. P. S. C. B. Tuestiay evening.
A. E. rouse.
Ukoror M. Atwood.
Prayer Meeting Thuraday evening at 7 30. Covebefore the lit
nant Meeting the laat Friday
Sunday of the month at i 30 P. m. All not
Teiuu :—$1 JO » year If paid strictly In advance. otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
>therwlae 92.00 a year. Single copie· i cent·.
Unlveraailei Church.
Sunday School every
at 10:45a.m.
AU legal advertisement* Sunday
A DTKKTisutKim
JO
for
91
are
given three conaecUve Insertions
Newton Cummings was at home from
per inch In length of column. Special contracts
made with local, transient and yearly advertis- Portland over Sunday.
er·.
Services were conducted at the Universalis! church on Sunday, morning
and evening, by Rev. C. A. KnickerContint Events.
bocker of Arlington, Mass., and large
congregations were out at both services,
April J6 Fait Day.
May 1— Oxford Pomona Grange, Bethel.
notwithstanding the weather, to hear
and greet Mr. Knickerbocker. The
SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
church was beautifully decorated with
plants and Howers. At the evening
Stock and Fixtures.
service communion was observed, and
Farming Toole.
It Is Achievements That Count.
three were baptized and admitted to the
Flush Lap Robe*.
church.
Good Clothes.
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker will supply
Millinery and Fancy Goods.
Hold Your Head.
the pulpit at the Universalis! church
Notice of Bankruptcy.
during the coming season from June
For aaK· In South Paris.
tirst to October tiret, and is expected to
Disposition of Lluuor Case·.
State Tas on Wild Lands.
most of that time here with hie
spend
County Tax on Wild Land*.
family.
Buttermilk.
The Universalist Sewing Circle will
How Japs Keep Strong.
Just Hreathe It.
meet Thursday afternoon at two o'clock
For Sale.
with Mr*. Marble and Mrs. Pierce.
Agents Wanted.
Mrs. Cullen L. Carter returned to
For Sale.
and
Iron.
Beef, Wine
Paris Hill last week after spending the
Petition for Discharge In Bankruptcy
winter with her mother and other relaVault· Cleaned.
tivos in Bethel.
Charles L. Shaw has been so fortunate
Fast Day.
as to find the gold watch that he lost a
few weeks ago. A small searching party
PROCLAMATION BY THE GOVERNOR.
was
organized to go over the route
With the advice and consent of the Executive where the watch was lost and Laforest
the
Council, I hereby designate Thursday,
Whitman picked it up in the woods
Twenty «lath day of April, Instant, as Fast Day.
Ulvenatthe Executive Chamber at Augusta, where Mr. Shaw had been working.
In
the
of
March.
this twenty-third day
Paris El ill has an Easter hen. She
year of our Lord one thousand nine hunOn Sunto Charles Andrews.
dred and six, and of the independence of belongs
and prothe Unl'ed States of America the one hun- day she left home in the rain
dred and thirtieth.
to the residence of Loren B.
ceeding
William T. Cobb.
By the Governor,
Merrill, laid an Easter egg beside his
Byron Boyd,
doorstep. Had she stopped at this Mr.
Secretary of State.
Merrill would have made no complaint,
but he says she then turned around and
A Square Issue.
ate the egg.
Governor Cobb deserves the thanks of
Mr. Lewis M. Brown and family, who
the Republican party of Maine for the have
spent the winter in Florida, are exsquare stand which he took in his re- pected to arrive here early this week.
marks to the Deering Republican Club
Mr. Lewis B. Brown, who has been onWe are
on the evening of the 6 th inst.
in mining in Siberia for the past
gaged
only sorry that lack of space prevents few years, arrived here the tirst of last
his
in
full.
Since
his
address
giving
week. He was accompanied by Harry
clear-cut and
unequivocal utterances Bachelier, a mining engineer, who r»
his
in
and
of
11HM
the
campaign
during
mained here only a few days, but will
inaugural, Governor Cobb has had noth- return later.
ing to say for publication. He has simply kept on attending to his duties and
Byron.
keeping still about it. At Deering the
There was a party at S. J. Easter's last
governor broke his silence, and there is Wednesday evening in honor of Miss
no question that he had something to
Myrtle's 10th birthday.
say.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Pres«ey celebrated
The governor's address is like all he
the fortieth anniversary of their marhad to say in the campaign. There is
riage last week.
not a sentence of doubtful meaning in
People began to use wagons last week,
it. It is square and frank, and faces the but have had to resort to runners
again
issue and accepts it fearlessly. It is a
as we are having a heavy snow storm
careful and complete review of the
to-day, Tuesday; one foot has already
present political situation, especially fallen, and more steadily falling.
with reference to the Sturgis law. which
J. A. Taylor returned from East Dixhe frankly admits to be the chief
mont Monday night.
cause
the
of
though not the only
present
J. S. Taylor spent Saturday in town.
political unrest in the state, and for the
Vernon Taylor is visiting his brother
which
he
of
freely expresses at Macy.
operation
himself ready and willing to share in
responsibility with the enforcement
Greenwood.
>

—

—

commission.
Ια Poets of America there is a poem
In replying to some of the criticism of
from the pen of Dr. O. W. Holmes, entithe Sturgis com mission, the governor
tled "The Last Leaf," which well apto
other
this
has
among
things say:
"The Enforcement Commission has
never yet begun operations in any county
until after exhausting by argument and
advice every resource at its command to
prevail upon the local officials to do
their plain duty, and it will never do
otherwise. Nor will it be forced by
popular clamor against its own judgment and contrary to its own knowledge
of the facts to begin operations in any
county where it believes the local officials
are trying to do their duty, and where it
believes that such officials are meeting
with as much success as the Commission
could accomplish if there. But this
doesuot mean that the Held of its operations may not be extended, or that it is
in ignorance of the conditions that prevail in certain counties. In this matter
it is better to go too slow than too fast.
Each county and each sheriff must be
treated fairly, and each move of the
Commission must be justified by law
and fact. Men protected f»r years it
an illegal business and bound to it by
the hope and promise of large pecuniary
gains are not to be dislodged without a
struggle or in twelve months' time, and
those who believe in the honesty, sincerity and efficiency of the Commission
must give it time to meet and overcome
the many and perplexing problems
which confront it."
The insinuation quite frequently made
that the governor has favored strict
enforcement with a view to disgusting
people with it is summarily disposed of
by him:
"I am opposed to local option and license, but better that than nullification.
I believe that enforced prohibition, the
kind that many counties enjoy to-day
and many more might enjoy under the
control of local officials were it not for
political corruption, is the best and most
satisfactory method to regulate the
liquor problem in Maiue. This view
may be narrow, provincial and unpopu
lar, but it is my own and I stand by it.
Of those who disagree with me, led by
whatever course of reasoning or experience to a different conclusion, I ask only
that they credit me with the same sincerity of belief that they feel to be their
due.''

And finally, in closing, he puts the
issue squarely thus:
"As a Republican I appreciate the fact
that an undoubted crisis is now facing
our party, but courage, united effort and
consistency will again put our oppoAs an Executive, while
nents to rout.
fully realizing that my official action in
connection with the Sturgis Law and
enforcement has brought condemnation
from many, caused regrets from friends
whose judgment and friendship I value,
and invited the charge that I am responsible to the same extent that the
Sturgis Law is responsible for present
conditions, I can only say that I could
not see my way clear to follow any other
course.
The Republican party made its
platform, and as candidate for Governor
I promised to support its declaration of
principles. A Republican Legislature
enacted the Sturgis Law, and as Governor 1 had taken an oath to endeavor to
enforce all laws.
"I am profoundly grateful for all the
honor the Republican party has conferred upon me, and I have done my
best to be true to my oath of > ffice, to
my party and to myself. I had hoped
to so conduct the affairs of my administration as to enjoy the confidence of
my party and the respect of the people
of Maine, but I will willingly forfeit
both if they are to be won and retained
only by forgotten promisee and broken
oaths. If the party has made a mistake in its platform or candidate the
remedy is in its own hands, but so long
as I am Governor of Maine I shall oppose nullification, shall insist upon law
enforcement, and so long as the Sturgis
Law remains on our statute books and
officials fail to do their duty, shall use
that law to enforce prohibition with all
the power, influence and resources at
my command.
"I am not posing as a reformer or as a

political martyr,

or as

a

sentimentalist;

any man hold the conscience of
bis party in his keeping. But I can and
do plead for one thing and it is this:
That the Republican party nay bring
to the discussion and settlement of this
great question of law enforcement that
courage, spirit of fairness and honesty
of purpose, without which an appeal to
our people will be in vain, to the end
that Republicanism may control the political destinies of Maine and lead her to
a government of law, a better citizenship and an ever-increasing prosperity."
nor can

the late Joseph Henry Briggs,
whose death was reported in the last paper. He was the youngest of seven
children, four sons and three daughters,
belonging to Luther and Lydia (Bryant)
Briggs and the last one to fall from the
family tree. He enlisted in the civil war
where he served mure than three years
in the gulf department, and was said to
be a good soldier, and was so fortunate
during the whole time as never to be
under tire. He was twice married, his
first wife being Lydia Jane Fuller, and
six children were b »rn to them including one pair of twins. They all died in
childhood except one son, who enlisted
during the rebellion and died in the
army; but the cause of his death is unknown. His second wife wait Jane York,
and the union was blessed with tive sons
and three daughters, all of whom are
living except one son, who died from
injuries received in a logging camp.
"Therefore do I weep because death is
in the world; the spoiler is among the
works of God; all that is made must be
destroyed; all that is born must die."
The present week thus far has worked
fairly well in the rule of addition. Sunday two lambs were brought in, and the
followiug night two boy babies were
born, one to the wife of Francis Cole,
and the other to the wife of John Howe
of Woodstock. Monday, a fine bull calf
and while
was added to the stock here,
Tuesday was an off day, so far as known,
on Wednesday, we being Gentiles instead
of Jews, two four months old pigs were
bought and added to the stock with a
view to having another supply of pork
later on.
Au interesting incident occurred Tuesday afternoon in connection with our
mail; when the clock struck three the
remark was made that if it was good
traveling instead of a foot of snow on
the ground, we should expect our paper
in a few minutes; just as the words were
spoken Mr. Hathaway drove by and the
paper was brought in. The fact is it
takes more than a foot of April snow to
cause him to be much behind schedule
time.
Keport says that Frank Cummings has
moved into the hotel at Locke's Mills,
and that Will Swan has moved into the
Cummings house and will work in the
dowel mill.
Just as these locals are closing it is
snowing again like great guns.

plies

to

engine.

Miss Isabelle MacDuff of Berlin, N.
B., will preach for the Universalist
society Sunday, April 22, at the usual
lour.
Robert Shaw starts a cream route this
week, the cream going to Turner Center.
Miss Margaret Koch spoke at the Free
Baptist church last Sunday.
Mrs. M. 6. Bradbury has a display of
she exnew millinery and fancy goods,
pects Laura Bailey of Portland to again
io her trimming.
Rev. D. F. Nelson is at Portland attending the Maine Methodist Conference.
Mrs. F. S. Farnum had an attractive
millinery display last week and had
ijuite a large variety of pretty trimmed
bats. The decorations were in white
uid green intertwined with vines. The
window was arranged with flowers and
s large white Easter bell was suspended
overhead with smaller ones about the
The leading season colors are
room.
grey and new shades of pink which
inake very effective combination*. But
little black is shown but the colors are
trery dainty and pleasing.
Lois Swan is working for Mrs. A. R.
Bucknam, who is gaining very slowly.

Onward Rebekah Lodge contemplate

drama before very long.
Δ sociable was held at the lower hall
in Odd Fellows' Block Friday evening of
last week. Ice cream and cake was
sold.

having a

North Buckfield.

BiKnI,

Mme. Brook· a&ng at the morning aerrioe of the M. B. church but Sunday
Domine. A large audience vu preaent
Prof. Brooks and family returned to
'heir home In Bangor Wednesday.
Mrs. Leslie Mason has returned from

Jamaica, where she acoompanied her
iuaband upon a delightful trip, and with
tier little son, Donald, Is visiting her

Mint, Mrs. I. W. Ames.
Mrs. Ο. M. Mason and Miss Alice
Mason have returned to Bethel and

opened

their home.
Mre. Betsey Swift died Tueaday from
of a fall auatained aome ten
effects
(he
jays previous. Mrs. Swift had been in
(ailing health for some time. She leaves
jne daughter, Mrs. Goodwin Wilev.
E. C. Bowler of the News has been in
Brooklyn, Ν. Y., the past week on busi-

(button Oardoer.
The death of Carlton Gardner, which
ο ccurred Sunday, April 8, removed η
f rominent

ness.

Miss Gertrude Frye has been in Bethel
the past week in the interest of the
Children's Home in Augusta. She
brought a little boy and placed him In
the home of Mr. Walter Foster.
Mr. Will Gill has recently purchased
ι pair of Shropshire sheep.
They are
rery valuable. The grandsire took first
prize at the World's Fair, St. Louie.
The Howard will be closed to the
public April 19, as Mrs. Putnam has
lold to Mr. Moses Hastings of Bangor,
ι brother of the late Major G. A. Hastings. It will be occupied as a private
residence, Mr. Hastings being a retired
lumber dealer. Born in Bethel and having lived here until early manhood, he
looks upon Bethel as a most desirable
place of residence, also will be pleasantly located near his brother, D. S. Hastings, and his sister, Mrs. W. 0. Straw.
The Howard has been a popular hostelry
And the public will be sorry to see it
closed. Mrs. Putnam will leave Bethel
to the regret of a large circle of friends.
Rev. Mr. Schoonover is attending
M. £. Conference in Portland. He received a unanimous invitation to return
and not only his own church and parieh
but the community will give him a
welcome return.

Hazel Warren, who has been
Brownfield.
the winter in Toronto, Can., arThe biggest enow storm of the winter
rived home Saturday.
inches of snow
Mrs. J. E. Mayhew is out again after Tuesday last. About ten
fell.
an attack of grippe.
Mr. T. Ham is making repairs on his
H. L. Churchill is at home from the
etore.
University of Maine for a few days.
Mr. Reuben Linscott has moved into
James, son of M. A. Warren, is ill
hie new house.
with bronchitis.
Mrs. H. Seavey, who has been away
Mrs. S. D. Swallow, who has been conhas returned to her
fined to the house all winter, remains during the winter,
home here.
about the same.
The roads are in very bad condition.
Business is rushing at Heald Brothers'
Many are sick in town with colds.
mill. O. D. Warren. Earl Hammond,
John Flagg and Gould Rowe are workFirst Congregational church, Rev.
ing there.
Mr. and Mrs. Ν. E. Bessey .spent the James J. G. Tarr, Ph. D., minister.
day at J. C. Ileald's April 8th.
Morning worship at 10:45 with sermon,
Mrs. Eudora Ames visited her brother, "The Duty
of
Whole-Heartedness."
J. E. Bicknell, on her way home from Evening worship at 7:00. Subject of
Boston.
sermon, "The March of the Minute Men"
or "April, 19, 1775."
Song service, led
Sumner.
by orchestra and chorus choir. Come
workhas
been
and bring your friends.
George Spaulding, who
On Wednesday evening one of the best
ing at South Paris, has returned home.
W. B. Foster, who has been visiting suppers ever given in Brownfield was
his patents, G. B. Foster and wife, has eerved by the ladies of the Congregareturned to his work in Massachusetts. tional Circle. It was an "egg supper"
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ames1 baby, who and the table decorations were in keephas been sick, is gaining.
ing with the Easter season. The BrownLionel and Myrtle Bowker are visiting field Brass Band played an excellent conrelatives at South Paris.
cert after the supper. Both the comMrs. Jane Newell, who has been spend- mittee and the band deserve great praise
ing the winter in Paris, has returned for furnishing us such an enjoyable
home.
evening.
Alton Ames and wife vieited relatives
Ne wry.
went
Mrs.
Ames
week.
last
in Portland
there for treatment.
The mill at Newry Corner started
Gladys Morrill is attending school in Wednesday.
Buckfield.
The snow tbat fell a few days ago is
nearly gone and wagons have supersedOxford.
ed sleighs again.
At the service at the Congregational
Mrs. Walter Foster and two children
church Sunday morning, Rev. Mr. New- started to attend the grange Thursday
port preached from the text "Behold and meeting a large team the carriage
Tour King." The church was made was struck demolishing one wheel enbeautiful with branches of palms and tirely, breaking the whiffletree and
cut flowers and there was appropriate throwing out the little girl, but not
music.
seriously injuring either of the occuRev. Mr. and Mrs. Chapman are at- pants. The horse freed itself from the
tending the M. E. conference at Port- carriage and ran as far as J. S. Allen's,
where it came to the piazza and was
land.
Miss Hattie Andrews is attending the caught.
The daughters of Mrs. H. Hastings
Μ. Ε conference as delegate.
Dr. Oakes of Auburn performed an gave their mother a very happy surprise
Auparty. A lovely birthday cake was furoperation on Edgar Andrews, son of
gustus Andrews, for abscess in the head nished and a fine treat of confectionery.
as
is
last week. The patient
reported
East Bethel.
doing well.
The intermediate and primary schools
Judge G. F. Rich of Berlin, Ν. H.,
opened April 9th with Miss Poster of visited here the first of the week.
Miss Dorothy Simpson and young
Bridgton and Miss Wright of Harrison
teachers.
brother from Massachusetts are visiting
a
held
surprise at J. W. Bean's.
The Pythian Sisterhood
Mrs. Sarah Farwell is spending a few
party with Mrs. Lovering Saturday evenweeks with her eon, Mr. Wm. Farwell,
ing·
is
Mills
Bar
of
Bowker
visiting
Rufus
and family.
his father, Mr. Henry Bowker, of this
Mrs. S. E. Rich of Auburn and grandson, Master Robert Rich, of Berlin, N.
place.
H., passed last week with Mr. and Mrs.
A. M. Bean.
West Sumner.
Mr. F. B. Howe is buying potatoes at
Born, April S, to the wife of Jamee
60 cents per bushel. He loaded a car at
Packard, a son.
Locke's Mills last week and has gone
Maple syrup is on the market.
with it.
Ε. E. Field of West Paris was in town away
Miss

spending

Wednesday.

East Brownfleld.

purchased.

There are quite a number of cases of
measles in town.
Mr. Ernest Ingalls shipped a number
of dressed hogs and veals to Boston
market Thursday morning.

will be renominated this year. He has April.
Mr. Williams has moved from the
shown us plainly on what platform he
house on to John Duplll's
stands, and he should have behind him Hemingway
farm on Hall Hill.
a Republican party united for enforceMrs. Carl Russ has gone to Stratford,
ment of law. By that let ua stand or
Ν. H., when her husband la working.

representative

of

the older

The Gardners
conspicuously auoolated with
t tie annals of the town sinoe its early ooc apancy by white men, and have always
een noted for sterling integrity, sturdy
rill and strong physical and mental
Igor. Carlton's grandfather, Jonathan
Gardner, was a soldier of the Revolution
nd later became an early settler in the
rest part of Buokfield, and his father
ras the late Ira Gardner, a strong,

fl eneration
t ave been

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Chandler arrived
The Congregational circle gave an egg
home from Lynn, Mass., Friday.
H. G. Jewett went to Pittsfield Tues- supper at town hall last Wednesday
received.
day to attend the funeral of his sister evening. About 910 was
Mrs. Eben Rounds has returned from
and returned Thursday.
Geo. A. Chandler lost a valuable Hol- Conway, Ν. H., where she has been
daughter, Mrs. Frank
stein calf Monday. It was only sick a visiting her
few hours. Mr. Chandler paid 150.00 for Marston.
Cyrus Durgin called on friends in this
the calf when it was two weeks old and
village last week.
had it sent by rail from Palmyra.
John Cole is visiting his parents at
Freeman Farrar's dog Fido has shown
remarkable sagacity on more than one New Uberty Hotel.
Mrs. L. A. Cole is quite ill.
occasion. His last feat was to climb a
A pleasing Easter concert was held
ladder and scale the roof of the barn,
reaching his master's side near the ridge- at the Congregational church.
The W. C. T. U. held its regular
pole.
The school house is undergoing re- meeting last Friday at Mrs. Julia Bean's.
pairs. A. G. Farrar is doing the work.
North Stoneham.
It is being put in readiness for the spring
term which begins the 23d inst.
Blanche Adams is staying a week with
Eula Newell has a black and white ber brother, Herbert Adams.
Josie Adams is at work for Mrs. H. B.
bunny that came all the way from Pittsfield.
McKeen.
David Keniston is making maple
Pond.
syrup in Ernest Bartlett'e orchard on
Bryant's
Hebron.
the Durgin place.
Edwin Andrews, who haa been proMrs. Anna Robinson of Otisiield is
Ella Sawyer is at work for Mrs. John
the past five
for
hotel
the
of
prietor
of Lovell Centre, who has a
visiting Mrs. C. S. Howe.
has sold the property to Irvin Kendall
years,
Prof. Ira Bearce is at home from Orono
This sale in- little girl baby.
of Rumford.
Thompson
for the Easter vacation.
John Adams' sheep have eight little
cludes the livery stable.
Mrs. Ira Bearce is teaching the school
lambs.
Geo. Wilson of East Woodstock died
No.
8.
in their own district.
Sarah McKeen, a little girl of eeven
suddenly on the night of April Sth.
The other schools in town begin on quite
has a year old heifer that ehe has
years,
leaves
He
00
about
was
His age
years.
the 23d.
broken to a breastplate. She hitches
children.
several
and
wife
a
Mrs. Mary Bearce, who is spending
the heifer to a sled and hauls sawdust
The drama played here April 11th was
the wintrr with her daughter, Mrs.
a success. from the mill.
and
well
proved
patronized,
Walter Conant, is at home for a short
A social dance followed the entertaiuLovell.
time.
Music by Martin and Tuell of
ment.
The Tuesday's snow has made very
Adelbert Stearns has returned from
Paris.
bad traveling and there is an unusual
Vermont and New Hampshire where he
Mies Myrtle Herrick of Oldtown will
amount of mud at present.
and his wife and son have been visiting,
have charge of the Whitman school
and brought three fine looking horses.
which begins April 16th.
Norway Lake.
Ν. T. Fox and wife have been in
Florence. Bryant of Boston is employMrs. F. E. Pottle and little son Scott
Portland the present week and he
Howe's.
John
at
nurse
as
ed
were guests of Miss Carrie Gray of South
home a good horse.
Ladurney Perham of South Windham brought
Paris Thursday.
Telephones have been put in the
was in town Sunday on a visit to his
Donald Partridge was in Auburn
present week on the Lovell line at H. R.
father who is sick.
Andrews1 and John H. Kimball's.
Saturday to see Dr. Pennell, the oculist.
Annie Woodward is
keeping
Mrs.
Charles Mason at North Lovell is in
Partridge Brothers recently gave the house for Charles Buck, Jr.
Mothers' Club a good large cord of wood.
health at present
Trull of Haverhill was in town very poor
Lottie
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Gammon and
Mrs. H. W. Palmer is on the sick list.
on a visit to Mrs. Alden Chase.
week
last
daughter Mary were at David Flood's
Daniel McAllister and H. D. Walker
Horatio Houghton is again very sick.
returned from Norway Friday with a
Thursday.
in
not
Mills
does
Mr. W. C.
improve
new pair of horses.
(Ulead.
health very much. He bas a severe
Some work has been done driving the
were
and
I.
heart trouble.
R.
daughter
Mrs.
Peabody
logs on Kezar River, but there is not
in Berlin Saturday.
water enough for good work.
Denmark.
Mrs. Wm. Morse has returned from
The selectmen are settling the valuaMr. Geo. W. Gray is making extensive her winter quarters and opened her tion of the town and assessing the tax of
alterations in his house, and also adding house.
the present year.
a new steam furnace for heating purMiss Mae Maker, who has been visitFlorence Emery, who has been visitposes.
ing her friend, Mrs. Josephine Wheeler, ing in Boston, has returned home.
Mr. Frank Kenison was taken sudden- has returned to her home in Gorham.
Mason.
Dr. Tibbetts has patients in Hastings,
ly sick Wednesday, and for a while apW. H. Mason is visiting his father and
pendicitis was feared, but the last re- also in town.
attended
brother
Mr. Geo. Briggs and
sister for a few days.
ports are that he will escape.
Mrs. James Greenlaw, after a short their father's funeral last Friday.
D. A. Watson was in town the 9th
town
in
Monday.
illness, died of pneumonia Thursday,
schools
began
The
looking after oxen.
the 12th inst. ; will be buried in Frye- The village school is taught by Miss
John Weetleigh visited at Norway»
burg.
Dorothy Forbes, while No. 3 is in charge few days the past week, returning the
Mr. Charles H. Mclntire will soon be- of Miss Vivian Dingley of,Bethel.
11th.
Marion R. Bean returned Sunday from
gin making extensive repairs on the TarGeorge Lelghton's teams have been
box place buildings, which he has lately
stripe from bis Gilead mill. a three weeks' visit with friends in Al-

South Rumford.
Mrs. John Rues and little daughter,
Annie, have gone to Norton's Mills, Vt,
visiting relatives.
The R. F. D. carrier, Arthur Lane, Is
Thus is the issue squarely drawn, and
Rumford Falls, throngh mud
this fearless stand on the governor's boarding at
time.
part ought to strengthen the weak
Mrs. Arthur Lane is visiting her
hands and confirm the feeble knees.
and wife, through
Governor Cobb by the usage of his party parents, James Fleck

tail.

Weat Parte.
All those Interested are requested to
neet at the F. B. church next Thursday,
ipril 19, at 7:30 o'clock p. m., to make
urrangements and hare committee· appointed (or an appropriate observance of
Memorial Day. Every one invited to
it tend.
H. R. Dnnham of Waterville was in
town last week.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates are spending
ibout a week in New Haven, Conn.
Mel Bubier of North Paris sawed np
juite a large amount of wood in our
rillage last week with his gasoline

of Buokfield.

nergetio farmer who acquired a compeenoe from his farm, and spent his later
ears in village retirement
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IS THE MOON INHABITED.
Science hu proven that the moon baa
ι in atmosphere,
which make· life in
on that satellite;
ι tome form
1 >nt not for human being·, who have a
] lard enough time on tbia earth of our·;
< specially
those who don't know that
] Sleotrio Bitters cure Headache, Bilioue-

Achievements

poasible

THAT

Malaria, Chills and Fever, Jaunlice, Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Torpid Liver.
Sidney complaints, General Debility and

ι less,

The sum of public experience makes up public confidence—
We have acheived great things in our
oi the lack of it.

female weaknesses. Unequalled aa a
ceneral Tonio and. Appetizer for weak
>ersons

Hosiery Department

especially for the aged. It
Fully guaranteed
Shurtleff & Co., Druggists.

and

nduces sound sleep.

1 >y F. A.
Price only 50c.

The yarns
wholly through seeing that the goods are high class.
afford.
can
the
price
he goods must be of the best quality

Miss Lottie Strout of Portland, 18
: rears of age, died on the 7th inst. from
)urns received about two weeks before
outh on his father's farm, and when a >y her clothing catching fire from the
ι 'urnace while at work in Lord's candy
oung man, he gratified his desires to
ee something of the world by a sojourn manufactory.
a the West, mostly passed in the MisPOSTMISTRESS
issippi valley. On his return home he s Mrs. Alexander of
Cary, Me., who
later
was several
and
in
farming,
ngaged
Pills to
imes in trade in the village. In 1851, îas found Dr. King's New Life
je the best remedy she ever tried for
ie married Mary F. Gammon, daughter
Bowels
f the late Jonathan Gammon, of this ceeping the Stomach, Liver and
her
In hie early married life he resid- η perfect order. You'll agree with
own.
that
d for a time at Paris Hill, where he was I you try these painless purifiers
F. A.
heriff and keeper of the county jail, and infuse new life. Guaranteed by
Price 25c.
α more recent years he resided at South Shurtleff <fc Co., Druggists.
'aria, Mechanic Fails and Chicago, a
The coal dealers in Bath, Bockland
hort time in each place; but with these
ind Lowiston refuse to put up the price
xceptions his home has always been in jf coal with the present outlook for a
tuckfleld, to which he was deeply at- strike as a reason. In some Maine cities I
aehed. During hie years of activity be
they are not so considerate.
ras often called to fill various town
iffices, and other places of trust, serving
DEVIL'S ISLAND TORTURE
s chairman of selectmen year after year,
case of
nd his good judgment, fidelity and in- is no worse than the terrible
Then I
me 10 years.
lependence in public affairs was always Piles that afflicted
was advised to apply Bucklen's Arnica

Carlton

was

the fourth child in

a

children, and was born in
luckfield March 3,1828. He passed his

imily

of five

9 on

He contributed largely to the reellential growth and improvement of the
illage, having owned and occupied
everal residences, two of which he erectid, while he substantially renovated
;everal others, which are now among the
>est in town, and bear ample testimony
>f his handiwork.
Mr. Gardner was a man of firm

will,
încompromieing integrity, independence

Hon. John D. Long, who thus characteristically writes: "I have anticipated the
hour of his death. And yet it comes like
the fall of some great oak. He was
such a type of reserved physical strength,
mental vigor and strong will. How I
shall miss him in Buckfleld. It is a relief that he is at rest from his terrible
suffering; I lay my tribute of loving
memory and associations on his grave."
Mr. Gardner is survived by his wife and
one daughter by adoption, now the wife
of Dr. A. W. Hobart of Chicago, with
whom Mrs. Gardner will make her

M

"Nam*
tvtry pitct.

^

Lowney's

J

H»"?

the moat delicious and the
most perfect confections made.
Every sealed package is warranted to be in prime condition
or money refunded.
One thing peculiar to Lowmt'·
candle· to that they can be eaten
freely; they are pare and whole·

η

burg."

It is gratifying to note continued interest in the plan to purchase, improve and
preserve the dear little place in Farmington village, which was for so many years
the home of Jacob Abbott, that charmwriter for young people, author of

Japs
Keep Strong

TRY

Plow

Syracuse

In the clothes

2*4.98
367.50
283.96
276 00
'^64 11
223.29
240.00
188.99
100.00

Bachelder's Grant,
TIMBER AND GRASS ON RESERVED

swears

only

Smart

the latest.

style-right—from
young
hem.
They duplicate the accepted
are

men

of the exclusive New York tailors.

Quality is as prevalent as style and in College Clothes
have
these two important factors. Young men should
you
educate themselves up to the standard of excellence that
these garments enjoy.
They're here in many accepted
patterns

at

Prices from

$6.50 to 12.

COME IN AND SEE THEM.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

Furn Leber,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

31 Market

Telephone 106-3.

I

PIANOS.

Next visit Thursday, may 3d.

WANTED.

Good Trades in Second Hand Pianos.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hem-1
loc't and Poplar, delivered on cars at
Λ nice grand square Woodward & Brown piano, in dark case, as
an j R. R. Station from Pownal to Hothel,
One nice
the coming year.
a trade as can be found in a second hand square piano.
good
E. W. PENLEY, West Paris.
that has had nice care
extra nice tone, a
hand Vose
second
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
These three
and never hurt. One second hand G. A. Miller piano.
May 30, 1004.
to
close them
low
be
will
and
stool
very
with
cover,
square
Will trade them for a horse, colt, cow, or any kind of neat stock,
out.
A»MINI8TRATItIX' HALE.

piano

piano,

priced

pianos,

|13 20
13.20

a

but five letters,

are

and will have
for

coat collar to trousers

designs

Store, South Paris. Hours

ShurtlefTs Drug
10 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.

over

by style

Clothes

College

I have changcl my olilco from the Elm House,
Norway, to rooms over ShurtleflTe Drug Store,
Si'U'li Paris. I mike this change to save the
time consumed get tin? over and back on the
el· « tries, thug getting a longer ilay In the olllce,
also to better accommodate my patients coming
down the Grand Trunk and from points north

By virtue of a llccnse from the Honorable
•lu'lge of Probate for Oxford County, Τ shall >ell
at public auction on the premise* Ht >outh Paris
on Friday, the Uth day of May, 1900, at 2 o'cl< ck
In the afternoon, all the right of the late Freeman C. Merrill In anil to the Foundry, Blacksmith Shop and Woodworking 8hop connected,
all being situated at 8outh Parle Village near the
Intersection of the old road leading to Paris Hill
a^d the Kuckdeld road and being easterly from
said Bucklleld road and on Stony Brook, so-called, Including all land connected therew th with
water power, tlnwage and appurtenances belonging theret) and formerly known as the Hersey
Foundry. There will also be offered at the same
time the storehouse and lot on the westerly side
of said Paris Hill road, consisting of the'building and about one-half acre of land.
South Paris. April 4. 1908
MRS. MATILDA J. MERRILL, Admz.
A. D. PARK, Auctioneer.

Spring Styles
—

IN

the party good trade and easy payments.
nice
We have also three second hand upright piînos «t low prices,
stock
instruments in walnut and mahogany cases. We also have a large
and
of new upright p:anos. We have a larger and nicer stock of new
of
line
also
a
ever
than
before,
piano
large
second hand pianos and organs
We will put all these goods
covers, stools, chairs and instruction books.
Please send for catalogues
and
down at bottom
easy terms.

giving

and

give

prices

descriptions.

shall
We thank our patrons for all past favors and assure them that we
is given us in the future. It is not necessary
that
business
all
appreciate
themselves.
to speak of the quality of our goods, as the gcods will prove

W. J". Wheeler cSa Co.,
Billings Blooli,

South Parie,

Maine.

—

P.

FOR

A.

F.

NHtBTLEKK A CO.

A.

eiHJBTXEFF A CO.

—

Young Men
in Patent Col', Velour Calf, Gun
Metal in Keith's Konquerors.

Oxfords

$3.50.

Bluchers and Bals

W. 0.

$4.

Frothingham,

Insurance Co,
Agricultural
WATEBTOWV,
NEW YORK.

ASSETS DEC.

Real Est te
Mortgage I.oans
Collateral Loans
Stock* and Bonds,
Cash In Ofllce and Bank,
Agents' Balance*
Interest and Rente,

31, 1905.

$ 307,898.83
S82.70-J.07

you need,
This year

$2,960.364.15
Surplus
C. E. TOLMAN Λ CO.. Agent·,
South Paris, Maine.

Total Liabilities and

Sale.

Jewell

couplings.

W. O. FROTHINGHAM,
South Paris, Maine.

prices

as

have the

we can

you

can

largest

Books, &C., &C.,
a
specialty of

Score

supply you with everything
anywhere.

find

and best asssortmcnt of Ball»·

ever

Heel and Toe Plate*,
ihown in this

vicinity.

We make

Spalding and Beach Goods.
THE BEST HADE.

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
2 Stores,

37.715.2S

#2,961,864.15
Admitted Assets
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1905.
$ 139,325.94
Vet Unpaid Losses
1,454,08*150
Unearned Premiums
9,687.10
All Othfr Liabilities
500,000.00
Cash Capital
857 261 55
Surplus over all Liabilities

we

that

Tlitl* Glove»,

Bate,

215.998.00

$3,003,659.53
43,295.38

doing so remember
at as low

473,340.00
1,$'5,362.00
180,645.45

Gross Asset·,
Deduct Items not admitted

CO., Agents, Rumford

When

South Paris.

LIABILITIES DEC.31,1905.
$ 357,618 70
For
Net Unpaid Losses
3,483,034 78
Unearned Premiums
150,000 00
Good second hand Concord wagon,
All other Liabilities
1.000,ooo.f.o
Cash Capital,
wheels, long distance
2,314,305.48 Lock &
Surplus over all Liabilities,
axles and patent shaft
$7,304,958.96
and
Surplus,
Total.Liabilities
Price $40. Inquire of
W. J. WHEELER A CO., Agents, South Paris,

Maine.
H. L. ELLIOTT &
Falls, Maine.

He

NOTICE.

and east of Paris.
I tru-t the change will not greatly Inconvenience others who wish to consult me.
REMEMBER THE PLACE AND DATE,

there

alphabet of

S=T=Y-L-E.

Oculist.

SPECIAL

man

young

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

nervous or
food will cause

Morse-Spauldlng.

Dr. Frank Waldron Morse of Canton
ind Miss Amorilla Spaulding were
bany.
SaturFannie Westleigh is at F. L. Ordway's inietly married at high noon on
East Sumner.
March 81, at the home of the bride
lay,
inOilead.
our
write
thoughts
East
April 12—As we
W. D. Mills of West Bethel was in —the old Bisbee homestead—at
involuntarily turn to forty-five years ago town
Jumner. The ceremony was performed
after hay.
recently
was fired at
the
when
gun
!
to-day
>y Rev. Mr. Athearn, using the double
the
Sumpter that resounded throughout
HUMAN BLOOD MARKS.
i log service. The bride wore a white'
world. Then followed dark days full of
satin,
lace
and
over
A tale of horror was told by marks of luchess lace gown,
anxiety, the carnage of war and its terri- human blood in the home of J. W. nie room was beautifully decorated'
ble effects. Yet the country never was
roses and tulips, j
to Williams, a well known merchant of 1 rlth pink carnations,
more prosperous and better prepared
He writes: 'Twenty years The bride wore a large bouquet of white
Bao,
Ky.
honor
its
vindicate
repel invasion and
I had severe hemorrages of the J wide roses. Miss Spaulding has travelthan to-day. Never were we more im- ago
and was near death when I began < id extensively, spending last year in I
lungs,
of
and
stability
the
power
pressed with
Dr. King's New Discovery. It 1 »aris, France, studying at the university. I1
taking
that
forbid
God
now.
than
our country
oared me and I have remain- "he groom is a popular physioian. In
completely
in
the
take
ever
shall
place
any conflict
It cares Hem- I he room In whloh they were married
ever since.
so- ed well
between
morality,
State
Tree
Pine
Settled 1 rere born the bride's great-grandfather, I
Chronic Coughs,
orrhages,
the
and
and
citizenship,
good
briety
Colds and Bronchitis, ana Is the only ' { grandmother and tether, as well as the
forces of evil that now and then olamor known oure for Weak
Lungs. Every i I 'ride herself, The wedding breakfast
for an ascendenoy. Dark, portentous
F. A. Sburtlefl Λ ras furnished by Orant of Lewlston.
bottle
by
guaranteed
have!
still
clouds may arise, but we
afternoon train
Druggists. 50o and 11.00. Trial Ph· ooupl· left on the
ooafldeaoe in the power and integrity of. Co.,
I or a tew weak* in th· Sooth.
,
bottle free.
j
oar beet ottlsen*.

Spring Suits.

)ffice, South Paris.

are

4, R. 1. W Β. K. P.,
27.60
4, R. 2, W. Β Κ. P.,
15.6υ
4, R. 3, W. Β Κ. P.,
12.50
5, R. 1, W. Β. Κ. Ρ Magalloway Pl.,
00
12
ing
No. 8, R. 2, W. Β. Κ. P., Lincoln Pl.,
lO.tO
tue Rollo books, the Fraoconia Stories, No. 5, R. 3, W. Β. Κ. Ρ
10.80
Young No. 4, K. 4, W. Β. K. P.,
the Marco Paul stories, the
9.60
W. Β. K.
Christian series of books and the popular No 5, R. 4, W. Β. K. P.,
9.60
No. 4, R. 5,
P.,
a
name
his
made
7 20
histories which have
No. 5, R. 5, W. Β. Κ P.,
8 75
household word all over the United No. 4, R.6.W. Β. K.P.,
8.40
States for more than two generations. A R. 1 (Riley),
4.2»
North Surplus,
Andover,
in
7 20
C Surplus,
A*!bot* was born in Hallowell
,ολο
in
1879.
in
died
and
Farmington
ORAMANDAL
SMITH,
1803,
State Treasurer.
His writings embrace more than 200 distinct works, and have had a great inSTATE OF MAINE.
fluence in moulding the character and
instructing the youth of thousands who
active
Treasurer's Ο ill ce.
are now engaged in the
profesAugusta, April 11,19C6
sions and business of the world. The
townships or tracts of land
Upon the following
trustees of the fund which is designed not
liable to be taxed In any town the following
for the purchase and preservation of his assessments for county tax of 1906 were made
of OXFORD
former home have just made their sec- by the County Commissioners 1906 :
County on the 13th day of March,
report. >Thig report sh(me fchat Fryeburg Academy Grant,
$ 35^4
208.34
31,100 has been contributed by popular A, R. 1, Riley Pl.,
118.74
subscription and paid toward the pur- Andover North Surplus,
42.82
West
Surplus,
chase of the Abbott homestead in Farm- Andover
235.18
C,
113 52
ington as a literary shrine and memorial C Surplus,
262.04
of the author. The amount now needed No. 4, R. 1, Rlchardsontown,
492 82
to complete the purchase ie but $722.19 No. 4, R. 2, Adamstown,
273.42
4, R. 3, Lower Cupsuptlc,
and it is to be hoped that this sum will No.
211.28
No. 5, R. 3, Parkertown,
205.34
soon be pledged so that the trustees may No. 4, R. 4. Upper Cupsuptlc,
196.V)
No. 5, R 4, Lynchtown,
able
to
be
and
the
payment
complete
166 13
R.
Oxbow.
No.
4.
5,
hold the homestead in trust as a me- No. R. 6, Uowmantown,
178.56
4,
140.60
morial of one of Maine's most distin- No. 5, R. 5, Parmachenee,
74.40
guished native authors and a literary Bachelder's Grant, GRASS ON RESERVED
TIMBER AND
shrine which thousands of visitors to
LANDS.
Maine and to summer glories of the
$ 9.82
famous Rangeley Lake region will like C,
9.82
No. 4, R. 1. W. Β. K. P.,
to visit on their sojourn in that beauti- No. 4,
20.53
R. 2, W. Β. K. P.,
11.60
K.
II.
ful section of our state.
W.
R
No. 4,
P.,
3,
9 30
No. 5, R. 1, W. Β. K. P.,
8.92
No. 5, R.2, W. Β. K. P.,
A Lack of Yellow.
8.01
No. 5, R. 3. W. Κ. K. P.,
8.04
The paper called The American Press, No 4. R 4, W. Β. K. P.,
7.14
Β. K. P.,
which, while It is issned primarily for No. 5, R 4. W.
7.14
K.
Β.
W.
P.,
No.
R.8,
advertising purposes, is really an ex- No. 4,
5
3J
6, R. 5, W. Β. K P.,
6.51
cellent trade paper, recently published No. 4, R 6, W. Β. K. P.,
6
2i
fac similes of the first pages cf winning A. R. 1, Riley Pi,
3.12
Andover North Surplus,
5.35
papers in a Michigan prize competition. C Surplus,
The Michigan Press Association offered
ORAMANDAL SMITH.
•
State Treasurer.
a prize of $50 for the best make-up of a
first page, and the samples given are
those of the winners in the competition.
There must be some mistake about it or
the judges weren't "on to their job."
Each of the pages contains twenty-five to
OF HARTFORD.
thirty news stories, or dispatches, each
ASSETS DEC. 31,1905.
one complete in itself, with clear and
$ 370 776.16
Real Estate
attractive single column headings. Now Mortgage Loans,
655,350 00
know
Loans
to
Collateral
the committee of award ought
5,125,573.38
and Bonds,
that an up-to-date first page of a daily StocksIn Office and Bank,
351,393.96
Cash
535,869.10
paper would contain at least one picture, Agents' Balance*
an
event
of
Receivable
Bills
a
from
made
photograph,
Rents
which has happened on the other side of Interest and
·.
303,200.62
Allother Asaets,
the world within twenty-four hours, and
$7,342,163.28
Gross Assets,
at least half a dozen headings varying
37,204.32
not admitted,
from two columns wide to full page Deduct Hems
width. Furthermore, there must be as
17,304,966.96
Admitted Asaita,

many headings on the page as possible,
and under each one from a half dozen
lines to a third of a column of matter
breaking off with the statement, "Continued on steenth page," thus enabling I
the reader to turn to the steenth page
and hunt for the rest of the story. A
well-ordered daily will never finish a
Uory on its first page. The Wisconsin
Press Association is away back in the
Jlow old days, and doesn't understand
the methods of this yellow age.

Maine.

YOUNG MEN'S

—

—

National Firs Insurance Go.

and

A

burn, wind on the stomach, loss of appetite, sleeplessness, headaches, rheumatic
pains, back-aches, or any of the other
On the road between Paris Hill
troubles caused by a weak stomach, they
treat themselves with some of the prin- and South Paris, a gold watch.
cipal remedies that compose Mi-o-na, a Finder please return same to Charles
stomach remedy that has already a large
L Shaw. Paris Hill, or D mocrat

No.
No.
No.
No

plain

Another Is that the Lowney
package* are hill weight.
Sendfor Ik* Lowney Rtetifi Booh.

ors and Scrapers.
well, happy and strong.
The reason for this, so careful investifrom
the
Japanese
Ο. K. CLIFFORD,
gators tell us, is that
childhood up know bow to keep well
If
care
of
the
South Paris, Me.
digestive system.
through
24 High St.,
they have trouble with indigestion, heart-

C,

in both

fOBM.

all

LANDS.

white,

tans and

10c. up.

Norway,

How

No. 4, R. 2, Adamstown,
No. 5, R. 3, Lincoln Pl.,
No 4, R. 3, Lower <:upsuptlc,
No. 5, R. 3, Parkertown,
No. 4, R. 4, Upper Cupauptlc,
No. 5, R 4, Lynchtown,
No. 4, R. 5, Oxbow.
No. 4, R. 6, Bowmuntown,
No. 5, It. 5, Parmachenee,

1-2 and 50c.

The WALTER M. LOWNBY CO.
k
A
BOSTON. MASS.

*,r8·

Brunswick adopts an innovation in a
public service in celebration of Patriots'
Day, which will be held in the First
Parish church on April 19, at which time
ben. Joshua L Chamberlain will deliver
hie oration on "The Battle of Gettys-

25 and 50c.

S

any stomach weakness,
fear that some articles of
Mrs. Jennie Napls of 274 Fore Street, trouble and indigestion, here's the opPortland, who had figured in police cir- portunity to get well without risking a
cles more or less, committed suicide cent. Those who use Mi-o-na are able
to eat anything digestible without fear
Tuesday night by taking morphine.
of ill results.
Simon Bowker of Marshfield,
while fighting a forest fire on the 7th
STATE or MAINE.
lnst., got her clothing on fire, and was so
badly burned that she died the next day.
Treasurer's Ofllce.
She was about 00 years of age.
Augusta, March 28, lyre
the following townships or tracts of land
The first four pupils in rank in the
Upon
not liable 10 be taxed In any town, the following
graduating class of the Edward Little assessments for the State tax of 190(1 were made
and
so
are
Auburn,
girls
School,
High
by the Legislature on the 24th day of March, 1905.
are the sixth and seventh, but a boy
OXFORD COUNTY WILD LANDS.
$ 47.50
managed to slip into fifth place.
Fryeburg Acad. Grant,
280.00
A, 1. Rllev Pl.,
159.0'»
Last Tuesday's fall of heavy snow and Andover North Surplus,
57 .'»
West
Andover
to
teleSurplus,
rain did considerable damage
316.11
C,
and
152.5"
graph and telephone lines in Maine,
C Surplus,
352.20
a few small vessels were wrecked along No. 4, R. 1, Rlchardsontown,
422.54
No. A, R. 1, Magalloway Pl.,
the coast, but no lives were lost.
662 4»

railroad track.

blacks,

'or school and more dreeey

styles
ibbed, from

are

Salve, and less than a box permanently
cured me, writes L. S. Napier, of Rugles,
Ky. Heals all wounds, Burns and Sores
like magic. 25c at F. A. Shurtleff &
Co., Druggists.

while walking
6

1-2 and 50c.

Children's Hosiery

Chocolate Bonbons

sale in Paris at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
future residence.
So uniformly successful has the rem- (
About the State.
edy been in curing all stomach troubles
where it is used in accordance with the
An Albion hunter killed a 24-pound simple directions given with each box,
otter the other day, an achievement ex- that F. A. Shurtleff & Co. give a signed
tremely rare in these time».
guarantee with every 50 cent package to
refund the money if Mi-o-na fails to
Laraen, a boy of 7, was killed
benefit
at Portland on the 7th by being struck
They take all the risk. If you have
on the
train

by a freight

1-2 and 50c.

plain black, 10, 12 1-2, 15, 17, 25, 37
15, 25, 37
lace.
black
DIES'
LA
HOSE,
LADIES' HOSE, in plain white, embroidered and lace,
LADIES' HOSE, in tans and elate, plain and lace,
12 1-2, 15, 25, 37

LADIES' HOSE,

and a notable type of
itrong physical manhood. His death
vas the result of a facial cancer, which
EITHER
ias afflicted his last days with most in;ense suffering.
Nearly twenty years DEMOCRAT READERS CAN I.EARN SOMEWALKING or SULKY
igo he had premonitions of this dread
THING OF VALUE FROM THI8.
lisease, and his life has been greatly deSuch a thing as a weakling is hardly bt fore buying and be convinced they
pressed in consequence, but he bore his known
in Japan. The wonderful endursufferings with spartan fortitude and resailors are the BEST.
mained the same strong-souled man to ance of the Japanese soldiers and
of
the
marvel
has
been
war
recent
in
the
of
friend
a
cherished
the last. He was
Also agent for Harrows, Cultivatnations. Both men and women are
>f character,

THIS IS PUTTINi; jj

pale and a better lot never came into our store.

ÎTRONU DUT IT IS A FACT.

~

put into

Spring Hosiery

The

A~LUCKY

ecognlzcd.

COUNT.

F.

A.

{( Maine.
F.

HIIVBTLEFF A CO.

A.

eHFRTLEFF A CO.

J

PLUSH UP ROBES!

I have just received the largest line of plush robes ever displayed
in town. 1 bought these robes at a bargain before the advance in
low
price and I shall give my customers the advantage of this
and
get my priccs beprice. Call and see the elegant patterns

fore you

buy.

JAMES N. FAVOR, &°sfstthoerÎuckeb
Θ1 Main St, Norway, Malno.

many more excellent bargains at the L. M. Lunt store, Main Street, Norway.
I have bought the entire stock and fixtures and shall sell at once at half »price and less.

hauling spool

There

There

are

are

Suits, Skirts, Coats, Underwear,

summer

and winter, Baby

too
Bonnets, Cloaks, Fur Sets, Combs, Switches and other things
numerous to mention.

iwirwT«dlfor
ib.r1 1 rL '5,
■·£.
Norway, Maine

for $,8o°· one 9 f«' long with
long· wi"
>»i f»" forms,
f«'
,hr~
•b0ut
,nd
wide·
h!«h
t
of ^«.«-h-* mo„

g'*"
""'τWhh
Εΐ'ω
7
""

f

-

w,n'"»
-

Γ,0°'
feel

e°d' '6 fe"

Ε F. SMITH,

T.mps,

.p.k

-

-

Norway, Maine

The Φχtot&

feraocral

The water In the rlter it pretty wel 1

up.

C*pt. P. C. Tribou ta having his hou» »
wired for electric lights.

SOUTfl_PAEIS.

new

Commencing October 1,1906,
TRAINS

LEAVE

SOUTH

in his store.

PAttl·

W. A. Porterie having a bay windov
un the south side of his resident
over Lis store.

built

tioini downcast)—3 36 A. M., dally; 9:30A. H ·>
dally.
dally except Sunday ; 4 35 r.
M.50 a.m.,

tioln^ up

dally;

dally except Sunday; 8:47 r. M., dally.
SOUTH
oifice Hours:

PARIS

7:30

S36r. m

The selectmen have appointed O. A
Maxim of Paris Hill member of thi
board of health for three years.

POST OFFICS.

Α. X.

Frothingham has added α fin
plate glass showcase to the fixture

W. O.

ORAKD TXI7NX KAILWAT.

to 730 r. M.

The class of 1905 of Paris High Schoo
is invited to a sugaring off at the hom<
Klr-ι Congregational Church, Rev. Α. Κ. Bal< ι.
l'i-tor. Preaching services, 10 43 A. M. au >1 of Bernard F. Twitchell on the evening
κ■
ti
Sunday School 12 Μ.; Y. P. 3. ç \
of April 20 at 7:30.
«
Church prayer meeting on Tueeila
All, not otherwise coi 1
ev«
!tijcatT t'o'clock.Invited.
The series of Lenten services at th<
ne< uM, :ire cordially
Mcthoillst Church. Rev H. A. Clifford, Paeto ·. Universalist church five evenings of lae
9
30
a
h
week
was
Ou Sunday. morning prayer meeting
fairly well attended, an<
service 10 43 a. *.; Sabbath Scho< j some
addresses were given.
preaching
profitable
β
IS
p.
m
worth
Meeting
Κ
Μ.
League
ρ
1:
;
mee v
evening prayer meeting 7 Λ0 r. m.; prayerKrlda
The prayer meeting at the Baptisi
1b< Tuesday evening; clada meeting,
church will be held on Tuesday evening
evening.
Chesbn
beginning at seven o'clock sharp, so thai
Baptist Church. Rev. J. Wallace
43
service
10
Ou
Sunday,
-r.
preaching
·.-t
1
any who desire to attond the corporatioi
Siiiimth School li Μ. ; Υ. Ρ s. C. K., S 2S
m
do so.
*
Prayer meeting 7 y. m ; Tuewlay ivenlu I meetiug may
All ar B
Seats free.
ri.fr -,τνίι-β at 7:30.
The Universalist Good Cheer Societj
welcome.
will have food sales the second and
I nl\cr-allrtt Church, Rev. J. H. Little, Pastoi
a. 1
Ρ:··.ι. iiliiir service every Sunday at 10:43
■: fourth Saturday of each month during
Kvcnlng service,
s mday School at 1. m.
the summer. The first will be held ou
r. m.
Saturday, April 2Sth.
CHURCHES.

STATED MEETINGS.

next Sunday at
the
The sermon
Universalist church will be from the
text, He that believeth and is baptized
shall be saved, but he that believeth not
shall be damned.11 Mark 16:10.

M.—Pari* Lodge, No. 94. Re*ula
fueaday evening on or before full moot
Mica Lodge, regular meel
o.
T.—Mount
1. o.
each week.—Auror
j*. Thursday jvenlng of
third Monday evening
ir*t
and
."■
..iipmeui.
of each month.
1» of R.-Mount Pleasant Rcbekah Lodge, Nc
j '. >ee?- second »nd fourth Fridays ο? cacl
>η;.Ί tn Ο Id Fellows* Rail.
Κ

4 A.

..

ea«-h month.

E. o. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1
won·! and fourth Wednesday evening
t
ach month.
f P.—Hamlin Lodge, No. SI, meets ever]
ay evening at Pythian Hall.

ο.·
o:
r

inflicting a severe wound.
Paris Grange by vote at its meeting
suspended Tuesday on April 7th declared the office of

Rice of Winchester,
guest at \. D. Bolster's.
Mr-

Mass.,

is s

on

All schools were
on account of the snow storm.

chorister vacant, aud Mrs. Kate Hammond was chosen in her stead and was
installed at the meeting last Saturday.

Mrs. A. B. Wilson and Mrs. Walter L.
in
i.r;»> are spending the Easter season
Boston.

Roy ft. Porter of the senior class in
I'uiversity of Maine is at home for

lie Faster recess.

Clinton Park and Miss Fern Park of
Presque Isle have been guests of their
cousin, Albert D. 1'ark, for a few days.

The annual membership fee of the W.

Will all members
please band same to treasurer on or before May 10tb.
T. I

is

now

due.

Waldo Hebbard, who is employed in a
in Cambridge,
wood working shop
Mass., came home Friday night for a
few days' visit.

The dreadful eruption of Mt. Vesuvius
is of deep interest to Rev. H. A. Clifford,
who visited the volcano in 181H) ami
"brained specimens of lava near the

crater.

Advertised letters in Soum Paris post
office April 10th:
Mr Mac Small.
Mr. J. H. Holmes.
H. L. Karrell.

W. B. Russell has sold his interest in
the firm of Maxim A Russell, grain
dealers, to his partner, Alton C. Maxim.
Mr. Russell and his family expect soon
to go to Leeds to live.

Franklin Maxim was in Portland Saturday to start work on the cellar of the
house which he is to build there. The
framing of the house he has practically
completed here, and it will be shipped
ready to go together.
The trustees of the Durell

Hill Ceme-

tery Association, which was orgauized
last summer, are sending out circular*

contributions for a fund to
be used in purtiug the cemetery in good
condition and maintaining it.

requesting

book typewriter bits b«»en purchased by the county for use in the registry
It
of deeds, anil it will soon be in use.
has already arrived, and a man is expectinaud
give
ed this week to set it up
struction in the use and care of it.
A

Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge is invited
to attend the anniversary exercises of
Mt. Mica Lodge, No. IT. I. O. 0. F.. on
Thursday evening, April 20th, also to attend the anniversary sermou at the Congregational church on April 22d, at 2:30
Γ. M.

The general agent for another variety
of "talking machine" was in town last
week and established an agency, and
one more has been added to the list of
places where there is "music in the air
when the infant morn is nigh, and likewise at the other times named in the
old song.

Frank B. Fogg, who has for some
time run his livery stable at the Andrews House, and lias lived there, is reîittiug his stable on Pleasant Street for
A new bath room is being
occupancy
made on
put it and other improvements
the tenement up stairs, and he will move Music
Choir.
back there soon.
In spite of the unfavorable weather
The two largest Methodist denomina- Suuday night a large congregation was
tions in the United States have united in out and thoroughly enjoyed the excelpublishing a new hymn book for about lent concert given by the children of the
These books
million members.
live
Baptist Sunday School. The way in
have lately been issued bv car loads. which every part was rendered showed
Hon. William Deering of Chicago, by that the scholars had been well drilled
request of H. A. Clifford, has sent a in their parts. Following is the proSouth Paris church
«. heck to supply the
gram:
with the new books. This gift is grateVoluntary.
School.
received.
Chorus,
fully
Pastor.
Prayer.
It appears that many school children Solo with violin obllgato,— Mise Jessie Tolman.
Ada Turner.
never seen Lewiston, The ItesurvectlOD
in Maine have
Lena Everett.
Kecltatlon,
Portland, Boston or any city. The use Solo
Mrs. Maurice Noyee.
illustrated KeclUtlon,
Beulah Kueetaml.
of certain magazines and
Primary Department.
bock* helps young students in the study Sluiclutç.
Six Boye.
of geography and history. Our superin- Exercise,
Robert Dennlson.
KeclUtlon
GeraUl Bonney.
tendent, Mr. Clifford, would be pleased RcclUt'.ou,
Marlon Everett
to receive useful books aud pictures for Solo
Laura Adkins.
the schools.
Some teachers buy the Recitation
Ue!en Bonnev.
Recitation
in
aids
Ail* Turner.
or
similar
teaching.
Solo
Perry pictures
Kecltatlon

Robert Whittle.

it would be Duet
Marlon Everett. Ida Dean.
Speaking
Phyllis Taylor.
KeclUtlon
supertiuous to mention that we had Solo
Joule Dean.
Beeele Barker.
nearly a foot of snow last Tuesday. But KeclUtlon
it may not be amiss to state the fact KeclUtlon
Clarence Wlnelow.
Mrs. Breuda S. Clarke.
that sleighs were used in the town of Solo
School.
Risen Triumphant,
Paris (not all over the town, but in some Dialogue,
Pastor.
Benediction,
sections of it) on the 7th of last November, and likewise that loads of lumber
Corporation Meeting Tuesday Night.
were hauled on runners on the 11th of
April. And wheels were used during
THE QUESTION or A MUNICIPAL LIGHTevery month of the season.
of
ING PLANT TO BE DECIDED.
resident
former
a
Joseph H. Tuttle,
this town and a member of a well known
Paris family, died in Montclair, N. J.,
Don't forget that a special meeting of
Thursday morning, aged So years. The the South Pari· Village Corporation will
remains were brought here Saturday, I be held in New Hall Tuesday evening, to
and the funeral was held at 4:30 v. M-,
décida whether we shall establish a muat the home of Mr. Tuttle's niece, Mrs.
lighting plant. The commmittee
nicipal
L. S. Billings, attended by Rev. J. H.
which has been investigating the matter
Pine
in Norway
Little. Interment
I for some months will have a report to
Tuttle's wife
(irove Cemetery. Mr.
make which will be interesting. The
he
and
died two or three years since,
questions to be voted on are theofmost
leaves no family.
this
important presented to the voters
for a long time, as the action
If the weather and condition of the corporation
to
authorized
which the corporation ia
grounds permit, Paris High School bas«
take may require it to make a large
ball team will open its season next Saturissue of bonds and go into the business
day with a game with Hebron Academj of
making and selling electricity. EveryThe team
on the high school grounds.
should be out, and consider the
did its tirst outdoor practice Monday ol body
well.
last week, but the snow of that nighl matter
made it impossible for them to do anj
Annual Fryeborg Dinner.
The
more outdoor work until Saturday.
team this year will be younger and lightThe annual meeting of the association
er than for several years, but the boys
of the alumni and friends of Fryeburg
are confident that they will be able tt ί Academy will be held this year at Hotel
make a good showing with the higl Nottingham, Copley Square, Boston, near
school teams in their class. Let us hop< the Public Library, Friday, April 27th,
11
that they will have a very successful sea ! 1900. Dinner will bo served at θ o'clock
son and escape from the accident whicl 1 at $1.00 a plate.
so seriously crippled the team last sea
You have heard how large and prosson.
perous the school has been the past year.
Come and get the particulars. We are
Daniel Swift, a native and life-lonf ; anxious thateiery friend of Fryeburg,
resident of Par's, died Friday morninj as well as wery friond of the academy,
;
at the hone of his granddaughter, airs
shall be in attendance.
Curtis, on Stearns Hill, where he ha! I The dinner will be good and you will
Swif1
Mr.
lived for the past few years.
be sure to meet many friends.
was 79 years of age, and has for a num
ber of years suffered from failing eye
A Mechanic Falls merchant was last
sight. He was never eotirely blind, bu week âned 15.00 for cruelty to rat·. The
could see very little. Mr. Swift somi
rata, which had been caught in a trap,
time since served several years as one ο [ j
were put in a barrel with some excelsior
the selectmen of the town. He marriw
on which kerosene had been poured, and
Susan H. Jackson, who died severa
afire. Two of the rati ran
I it was then set
years ago. Their seven children are al
across the street with their fur blazing.
Mass.
of
Adna
Beverly,
J.,
living:
Arabella Α., wife of George F. Robineot
Sick headache results from a derangeof Paris; Daniel C., Benton L., Herber i i
and is cured by
L., Ambrose P., and Addie M., wife ο ! ment of the stomach and Liver TabStomach
»
Ueorge B. Stone, all of Paris. He abu Chamberlain's Sburtleff A Co., South
has three brother», Alvin, Ansel an< I lets. Sold by
and one sister, Mrs. Ε mer; r Paris; Jonae Drug Store, Oxford; Noyei
of

weather,

I

ij
II

Chandler,
Lowell, all of Paria.

Drug Store, Norway.

LIFE

JUST BREATHE IT.

MIS-

A bappy borne Is the most valuable
possession that is within the reaoh of

CUBES

HTOMII

IN

CATABBH

AND RATIONAL WAT.

you cannot enjoy its oomNo dangerous drugs or alcoholic conforts if yon are suffering from rheumaare taken into the system when
tism. Yon throw aside business cares coctions
of cawhen you enter your home and you can Hyomei is used in the treatment
the neat pocket
be relieved from those rheumatic pains tarrh. Breathed through
with every outfit, the
also by applying Chamberlain's Tain inhaler that comes
Balm. One application will give you re- balsamic healing of Hyomei penetrates
and its continued use for a short to tbe most remote cells of the nose,

mankind, but

permanent

Noyes Drug Store, Noway.

cure.

At

Skowhegan

a

few

,.

iiïf^ïûVloa^Comm

BijT Fire

FA KM

at East Rumford.
OF

BUILDINGS
ENTIRELY

A.

KNIGHT

J.

DESTROYED.

For Sale.

j week
On

Over 30,000 testimonials
They never fail. At all
Lake Assem- druggists, 25c. Sample FREE. Address, Allen
ri.
T.
Le
8.
Olmsted,
Roy,
No. 33, at tbe
a literary and
Ask tor Allen'· Foot-Ease. A Powder
Refreshments were It makes walking easy. Cures Corns, Bunions, Inmusical program.
served later in tbe evening. Tbe enter- growing Nails, Swollen and Sweating feet. At
25c. Don't accept
tainment was under the management of all druggists and shoe stores.
any substitute. Samnle FREE. Address Allen
a committee consisting of Emma Abbott, 8. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
Alice M. Russell and Mrs. George Wins·
low.
Born.
The Browning Club met with Mrs. H.
The next
J. Bangs Monday evening.
In 8outh Paris, April 13, to the wife of Henry
meeting will be with Mrs. F. N. Barker, Woodworth,
a son.
ι The program consisted of readings by
In Weet Sumner, April 8, to the wife of James
Mrs. E. S. Cotton, Mrs. Jas. Favor, Miss Packard, a son.
In Greenwood, April 9, to the wife of Francis
Grace Bicknell and Mrs. F. N. Barker.
Cole, a son.
L. P. Bartlett, of the firm of B. F.
In Bryant's Pond, April 8, to the wife of John
Spinney A Co. and the Radcliffe Shoe I Howe, a eon.
In Lovell. April 8, to the wife of John KenCo., was in town the firet of the week on j dall,
a daughter.
business connected with the firm.
In Peru, April 7, to the wife of P. G. Barrett,
The little daughter of druggist Charles a son.
In Dlxfleld, A prll 8, to the wife of John Babb,
L. Bartlett of Lewiston, Bertha Alice,
a son.
who has since the death of her mother
In Canton, April 7. t> the wife of Elmer York,
lived with her grandparents, Mr. and a son.
Tn
Hartford, April, to the wife of James Le
!
Mrs. L. I. Bartlett, died Tuesday mornm'eus, a son.
ing of pneumonia. In a few days she
In Rumford Point, April 0, to the wife of H.
would have been two years of age. G. Elliott, a daughter.
In I ovell, April 8, to the wife of John W.
Services on Thursday by Rev. S. G.
Kendall, a daughter.
Davis.
in Lovell, April 12, to thfe wife of William D.
L. F. Pike left for Boston the first of Irish, a daughter.
the week to assist F. H. Noyes who was
taken sick while in the city with the
Married.
grippe. Mr. Noyes was on a business
of
his
business.
in
the
interest
trip
S. Rldcout,
werel In Norway, April 8, by Rev. B.
The ahnual

Wednesday evening.
bly, Pythian Sisterhood,
regular meeting, rendered

|

|

|

printed

year.
pages:

corporation reports

and distributed to the voters this
Tbe report contains sixteen

Total valuation A prll, '05, was
Poll tax,
Number of polls taxed, 588.
Property rate per thousand dollars,
Total amount assessed,
Total abatements,
Orders drawn Nos. 749 to 823 Inclusive,
Fire department,
Street lighting,

|

*S68 48*.00

1.50

5.50

5,659.8!»
82.71

5,330.74

In
In

|

Cyrus

birthday with a few invited friends Friday evening. Miss Olive Woodsum pre-1
pared the supper which was a most exMr. Woodsum was precellent one.
sented with a large and very attractive
oak rocker. The remarks of presentation and acceptance were very witty and

apt.

[

employed.

J. M. Palmer, for some time chief
for B. F. Spinney & Co., will
soon close his engagement with the firm
to go into business with his brother in
Lewiston. Emmel Edwards, for a long
time chief bookkeeper for C. W. Moultou
Λ Co., Boston, will succeed Mr. Palmer
in the Norway office.
Ernest C. Penley was before the Muni-1
cipal Court Tuesday charged with single
sale. Convicted and appealed.
Will Motley, at one time a very popular clerk at the Beat's House, has returned to his old position with Mr. Woodman at the Beal's House.
L. B. Wilson, engineer for the Norway
and Western Railway, who for some time
has been at the Boston office, has returned to take up his work with the road.
Mrs. A. N. French left for Baltimore,
Md., Thursday, where she will attend the
commencement exercises of the Maryland Medical College. Her son-in law, I
Eugene Fifield, ia a member of the class
of '06. Mrs. Jane Miilett is
The Kennebec Journal asks: "Are er during Mrs. French's absence.
close
a
the laws which make Sunday
time suspended in case of Penobscot
Maine News Notée.
salmon?" If the Journal will consult its
that
Sunwill
learn
it
editor,
sporting
Harold Edgerly, 25, single, of Greenday is a close time on game, but not on
ville, committed suicide Monday at
fish.
Roach Pond, by shooting. Edgerly had
jast arrived at the pond, where he was
the
The Argus' latest joke is to head
to join a log driving crew when he seized
report of the meeting of the Republican a rifle that was in the camp there and
State Committee "The Piohibitionists." shot himself through the head. No
Well, the Republicans were the original cause is known for the suicide, although
prohibitionists, and it looks as if they it is said that Edgerly had been drinking.
were going to continue to be such, withDonald L. Clark, the nine years old
out eqivocation.
son of Charles M. Clark of Bath, died
Tuesday from the effects of a fall while
Fryeburg Academy.
over a stone wall on Sunday.
The spring term opened April 3d with climbing
It was not supposed the boy had sustainabout ninety students in attendance.
serious
injuries, but the fall muet
The fourth annual appearance of the ed very
have caused concussion of the brain, as
academy minstrels occurred at New he
lay down on a sofa Tuesday morning
Church Hall, Thursday evening, April 5.
and passed off into a sleep from which
The proceeds of about sixty dollars will
association. The he never awoke.
go to the boys' athletio
following well rendered programme was
Joseph A. Waterhouse xof Portland,
enjoyed by all:
aged 51, conductor of the union station
PABT I.
shifting crew, was killed in the railroad
yard Friday. He was riding on the step
with the locoMlee Kolght. at the rear of the tender,
"Sweet Nancy Mclntoeh,"
backing at moderate speed,
Rufus Rantus Johnson Brown,"..Mlee Ballard. motive
Mr.Chaee.
when a journal broke on the tender, let'Everybody Work# but Father,"
Mr. Ward
'The Poor Old Man,"
to the track, and beMlee Knight. ting the step drop
•Spoon Ttme,"
fore Ur. Waterhouse bad a chance to
'Nathlng from Nothing Leaves You,"
Mlee Knlgbt, George Newman, Charley
save himself be was crushed under tho
Hutchlne.

'Nobody,"...

Mr. Somee.
PAST II.

of
ExhlblUon
Hypnotism.
Prof. Angelo Lenlecalchl.
Mr. Somee.
Stump Speech
Mr. Fitch.
Character
Marvcloue

Song,

given next Thursthe class of 1909 at the

A sociable will be

day evening by
Academy Hall.

The base ball season is near at hand
and a fine schedule has been arranged
by the manager, F. A. Milliken.

Personal.
Miss Anna Barrows, formerly of Fryeburg and well known in Oxford County,
has recently delivered four lectures on
domestic science in a course of public

lectures in New Tork in charge of the
education of the city. The
"Milk,1*
four lectures were ontitled
•'Eggs,", "Fish" and "Vegetables,"
each being illustrated with demonstrations. Miss Barrows baa a wide reputation as a writer and lecturer on domestic
science.

department of

78 years.
In Oxford, April 8, Gardner Rowe, aged i-5
years.
In Kezar Fa'ls, April 4, Mary Dorothea,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Garner, aged
I munths, 4 days.
In Norway, April β. Mrs. Mary Prescott, wife
of J. P. Prescott, a/ed about 50 years.
lu Rumford Falls, April 2, Henry Brennlck,
aged <J5 years.
In Woodstock, April 8, George Wilson, aged
about 60 years.

Ernest E. and nannah G. Demeritt of
Bethel have purchased the J. L. Homo
AGENTS WANTED.
homestead, lately occupied as an old
Men or women in every town to introduce a
ladies' home, for $2900. They will take
selling article. $2.50 per day guaranteed
possession at once. We understand that quick
or commission.
they will let rooms and take boarders.
Address, W. F. LORD, Auburn, Maine.
New material for the Norway and |
station.
Western Railway at the Norway
FOR SALE.
It is reported that the contract for build- j
; ing the road has been made and that
Strawberry plants of the following
something like four hundred men will be named varieties:

j

I

|

housekeep-1

tender and

was

probably instantly killed.

on the rolls of the
soldiers. Of this number about 700 are now absent, out on
furloughs, traveling for pleasure or visiting relatives. The Togus home is now
one of the most congested of the several
similar homes in the oountry, and it is
only for very urgent reasons that comrades are permitted to enter from other
homes. Quite a number are transferred
from Togus in the course of a year to
other places in the country, but few are
brought to Togus. For the 700 now out
on furloughs there are only 221 beds, so
that if they should all decide to come
back at once the government would And
itself in quite a predicament to And accommodations for them. The home always figures on a certain proportion of
the soldiers being away, as that has been
the tendency ever sinoe the institution
While there has been a
was established.
misconception as to tbe amount of drunkenness that prevails among the men, the
statistics of the various homes show that
the Togus population have a higher rank
for sobriety than any In tbe country, in
fact, but very few soldiers drink to

There are

now

Togus home 2641

Raymond L.

If You Know

Early.
Medium.
Haverland,
Medium.
Dunlap,
Late.
Sample,
Late.
Pride of Cumberland,
Late.
Commonwealth,
New Home,
Very Late.

run.

Concord

new

Good

early. Call

on or

order]

address,

C. E. BENNETT,
South Paris, Maine.

Buttermilk.
At the Creamery, in large quantities, fresh and good, making first
class feed for pigs. We are anxious
to

dispose

of it.

OXFORD CO. CREAMERY.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Malno. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
HENRY E. HALE,
of Bumford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Henry E. Hale, In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 7th dav of
Apr, A. D. 1906, the said Henry E. Hale
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
first meeting of his creditors will be held at the
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, 8outh
Parts, on the 2nd day of May, A. D. 1906, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which Ume the
laid creditors may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact fuch other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Apr. 11.1906.
WALTER L. Ο RAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

J

The disposition of the criminal liquor cases
at the March term, 1906, Supreme Judicial Court,
not reported are as follows :
No. 37. State of Maine against Edward 8lddall
for maintaining a nuisance, nol pros'd.
In Jail serving sentences on Indictments for
oommon seller and single sale.
No. 40. State of Maine against James Poland
for single sale, nol pros'd. In Jail serving
sentence for oommon seller.
No 44. State of Maine against John Russell for
common seller, nolpros'd.
Gideon B. Ferland sentenced to Jail for
SO days for maintaining a nuisance In addition to $200 One and costs, also for $60
fine and costs for single sale has since
linen and costs
court adjourned paid
amounting In both cases to $370.70.
C. F.

Bankrupt's

WHITMAN. Clerk.

Petition For

In the matter of
BOBERT E. PARSONS,

)

|

Discharge.
In

Bankruptcy. |

ROBEBT

by the Conrt

a

he may be docreed
discharge from all

his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, exeept such debts as are ex
such
law
from
discharge.
oepted oy
Dated tnls 11th day of April. A. D. 1906.
ROBERT E. PARSONS, Bankrupt.
debts

provable against

are

never

The Patterns
RICHARDS,
Effects.
THE OPTICIAN,
MAINE

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOIf.

District or Mann, sa.
On this 14th day of April, A. D. 1906, on
reading the foregoing petition, It Is—
Ordered by the Court, that a bearing be had
upon the same on the 4th day of May, A. D.
lwoe, before said Court at Portland, la said District, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon: and that
notice thereof be published in The Oxford
Democrat, a newspaper printed in said District,
and that all known creditors, and other persons
in interest, may appear at tbe said time and
place, and show cause, if any they have,notwhy
m
the prayer of said petitioner should

CAUGHT COLD WHILE HUNTING excess.
A BURGLAR.
Mr. Wm. Tbos. Lanorgan, provincial I
GRIP QUICKLY KNOCKED OUT.
Constable at Cbaplean, Ontario, says: "I
"Some weeks ago during tbe severe j granted.
It Is further ordered by the Court, that
a
caught a severe cold while hunting i winter weather bout my wife and myself theAnd
Clerk shall send by mail to all known credlast
fall.
foreat
swamp
adburglar in the
ι contracted severe oolds which speedily itors copies of said petition and this order,
Hearing of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy I developed into tbe worst kind of grippe dressed to them at tneir places of realdenoe as
BtfttOd.
two
small
botafter
and
nsing
I tried it,
I with all Its miserable symptoms, says Witness the Ho*. Clauwci Hale, Judge
tles, I was completely oured." This j Mr. J. S. Egleston of Maple Landing, of the said Court, and Um seal thereof, at Portfor coughs
intended
said District, on the 14th day of April,
is
especially
remedy
! Iowa. "Knee* and jointe aching. land, in
1906.
and colds. It will loosen and relieve a muscle· sore, bead stopped np, eyes and A. D. $.1
JAMES K. HEWKY, Clerk.
!
[L.
severe cold in lees time than by any
A true oopy of petition and order thereoy.
nose running, with alternate spells of
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY,Clerk.
other treatment and is a favorite when- chills and fever. We began using Chamever its superior exoellenoe has become
berlain's Cough Remedy, aiding tbe same
known. For tale by Shurtleff & Co., with a double dose of Chamberlain's
Vaults Cleaned.
South Paris; Jones Drugstore, Oxford; Stomach and Liver Tablets, and by its
If application i$ made
Noye· Drug Store, Norway.
liberal use soon completely knooked out
tbe gr'ppe. Sold by Shurtleff A Co.,
C. Ε BENNETT.
ately.
Dr. South
Glaaaes on 'weekly payments.
Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford;
South
Paris,
April 16, 1906.
ParoMBlar. Bead my ad.
Noyea Drug Store, Norway.

immedi-j

Styles

The

ι

Beef,

not to be Beaten.

are

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Iron.

Next to Post

MORE FOR THEM !

J.

Largest Line Outside the City.

Paris.

THE /ETNA INDEMNITY CO,

HARTFORD, CONN.
ASSETS DEC. 31,1006.
200 «
$
Real Estate,
Mortgage Loxns
738,666.21
Stocks and Bonds,
OF

SM 477 3]
311 ft

Jash In Office and Bank
Ag.nta' Balances
J utstandlnir Premium»,
Interest ami Rente
\ 11 other Asset?,

for hatching—White Leg- !
horn, Barred Plymouth Rock, White
Gross Assets
Wyandotte. 50 cents for 13.
Deduct Items not admitted
F. A. PARLlN,
Admitted Asets,
South Paris.
R. F. D. 3.

Eggs

PLUMMER.

F.

Farming Tools!

Pharmacist.

Office, South

THAT

WE DON'T CHARGE ANY

MONEY CAN BUY.

blended with a selected
Sherry Wine to form a
perfect remedy. The com
bination is useful in D) s
pepsia, Nervous Prost a
tion, wast'ng diseases and
all forms of Ge; eral Debility. 50c. the bottle.

BROOKS—The

RUBBERS

FINEST

THE

SELL

WE

are

For Sale in South Paris.

NORWAY,

SOUTH PARIS.

At this time of the year
you may need an energizer.
Nothing like a scientific
combination of Beef, Iron
and Wine in which all the
virtues of Beef and an easily assimilated salt of Iron

Butter Customers Wanted.

and Neat

COME AND PROVE IT TO YOUR OWN SATISFACTION.

Wine and

I would like to get a few regular
customers for first-class dairy butter.
H. A. SWAN,
South Paris.
R. F. D. i,

will tell

Tailoring are Superior.

and

The Values

for it ?

:

Very Handsome

are

this

as

some reason

customers

our

you it's because

J

easy time to

an

CLOTHING

spring.
give permanent relief.
We will give your eyes a thorough 1We believe

N. G. ELDER,
South Paris.

For Sale.

had such

Must be

one.

man,

a

Coming Yourself ?0

which at best give only temporar JWe
OUR
relief, but try glasses, which so oftei «sell

SOUTH PARIS,

at

what do you say to

should have your eyes carefully ex
mined, and, if found defective, cor
rected with proper glasses.
Don't take drugs and medicines

careful examination without expense
and if glasses are needed will eu ρ pi
them at a reasonable price.

something doing

stores at once.

If you don't know of such

yoi

165,13*5-74

4 44«.2t

2,40o.oi

$1,207,232 2
ΤΙ.ββυ 01

$1,193,363.1!
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1905.
$ 88,828 7<
Cet Unpaid Losses
271,311.81
Unearned l'rcmlums
A new Lot
35,<W7.o|
111 other Liabilities
loo.ooo.of
The best of'' rontlngcnt fund
of Plumbing Goods.
aoo.nooot
;ash Capital,
230,325.5e
oak woodwork for closets. No old ! Surplus over all Liabilities,

$1,196,563.13
goods. Call and Bee this line. Job-j, rotal Liabilities and Surplus
No
WALTER L. GRAY, South Paris, Agent.
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.
DeWltt's Π Salve
Xj. M. Longloy,
For Pllo·, Burn·, Sort»
Maine.
Norway,

Hanure

Fancy Goods.

and

Millinery

International Harvester Co.

Gasoline Engines

I

International

made by

Harvester Co.

[

Plows

Disk Harrows

OUR LINE OF

make. 2 to 15 horse power.

Spreaders

Sulky

ALL ARE INVITED TO CALL AND SEE

JOHN OHRUH,
NATIONAL,
WIAK1),

SYRACUSE.

four different makes.

Millinery, Gloves, Stocks, Collars, Plows, Cultivators, Spring Tooth
Potato
Corn
Corsets and Fancy Articles. Harrows, WebberPlanters,
Wagons.
Planters,
MRS. E. A. HOWE,
A. W. WALKER & SON,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

\

South Paris, Maine.

Ready For Business.
Our line of Dry and Fancy Goods
at the

present

Coats from
Suits from

was never so

We

time.

are

pleased

to

as

showing

NEW SPRING

$5.00 to $17.50

Philadelphia

show them.

markets

care

and

RAINCOATS.

30.00

10.00 to

These have been selected with great

York and

complete

in the New
would be

Our

we

tion for

a

ing

Suitings from Indian Head at 16c.
and Irish Linen and Barnsley finish at 15c. and 17c. to
Handkerchief Linen at $1 25 is the largest we have ever
had the pleasure of showing.
to

look

our

line

over

before

truly,

Yours

Special

We have
of the

way,

Smiley

purchased

to

everyone

give

right.

to serve our

you want here.

customers better than

the very best values

Our

We shall carry the

wear, also

the stock, trade, fixtures, accounts and

Shoe Store and shall continue the business in the

only hoping

purpose

new

same

Do not

Trunks, Bags

possible

spring gcods

large
fotget

are

formerly.

and to

the best

stock and you will be
wc

carry

a

and Suit Cases.

use

good

will

same

old

It is

our

all alike, and

the market affords.
sure

to

find what

full line of all kinds of Foot-

Call and let

us

prove

our

statements.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Co.

Dayton Bolster & Co.,

Successors to

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

SQCABB,

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

MAlim

NORWAY, MAINE.

Telephone 118*8.

!
«<

Management.

But the Same Old

Prices range from the cheapest
to the best. Come now and have
Don't wait until
the first pick.
the best are gone.

g

if

A NEW NAME

Borders and Mouldings to match.

CASTORIAF.w-.i-M*».
Thi KM Ym Han Alvajs BMffet

top

on

investigate

Norway.

PAPERS!

PAHIS.

mark down

Better

H. B. Foster,

All the new styles and,
best things in

SOUTH

padded shoulders

buying.

FIRST PICK.

eo MARKBT

show-

coats.

in need.

NORWAY, MAINE.

N.

magnificent

new

coats.

S.B.&Z.S. PRINCE,

WALL

of

All
and hair cloth front.
shades of gray and many
neat mixtures.
$10, 12, 15, 16 and iS.

fine line.

forget

A

Made with

Our line of White

Don't

line of Raincoats

new

is in.

We expect to show Friday and Saturday of this week a
beautiful line of Silk Suit Patterns, no two alike.
In Dress Goods and Suitings we have a choice line from
not necessary for us to
35c. to $1.50 per yard. It is
are keeping good our reputaWe
of
speak trimmings.

_

Bankrupt. I
To the Hon. Clarknce Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United 8tatea for the District |
of Maine:
E. PARSONS, of Rumford, In the
County of Oxford, and 8tate of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents, that
on the 9th day of Dec., last past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of Congress
relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property and rights of property
and has fully compiled with all the requirements
of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching

"wherefore^e
prays, that
full
to have

If you

our

a

never

wagon,

j$16,

of two of the most common eve
strain headaches. Are you subjec
to either of them ?

Man

a

who wants a good stylish Spring
Suit, Rain Coat or Top Coat for $18,
$15, $12, $10, send him around

shown in this cat and think as yoi
there will be
read. The hands show the locatioi )and

FOB SALE.

A

Head

as

Atwood,

Senator

The above named are standard varieties for the New England states and tLu
plants are the best that it is possible to
({row. Plants will be ready to set from
May let to May 15th. Place your

Hold Your

PARIS HILL.

Tennessee Prolific,

bookkeeper

|

Eggs for hatching, pure
bred White Plymouth
Rocks. 50 cents for
setting of 13.

The house and land belonging to the
estate of the late Mrs. Sarah W. Hewett,
situated in the center of the village, has
Mr. Wallace W. Jones of Waterford and Miss two apartments of seven and eight rooms
Ethel L. Kllgore of Norway.
with sheds, large attic, &c., and is in
In Milton Plantation, April 6, by Henry Davis,
condition. The grounds aro
Esq., Mr. Lawrence Sims and Miss Eva A. Hop- excellent
kin», both of Milton Plantation.
extensive, containing additional house
In Auburn, April 9, Mr. Fred Gurncy of Au- lots.
burn and Mrs. Florence E. Scothorneof Norwuy.
W Τ HEWETT
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Paris.
Died.

Paris, April 13, Daniel Swift, aged 79 years.
Paris, April 13, Infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
1,673.07
1.M3.22 Louis E. Clay, age 1 S months, 8 days.
Liabilities,
In
Denmark, April 12. Mrs James Green'aw.
1,227.47
Resources,
In Bethel, April lo, Mrs. Betsey S*lft.
The chief engineer and the fire police
In Norway. April 10, Bertha Laclle, only
each make a short report of the depart- daughter of Cnae. 8. Bartlett of Auburn, aged
2 years.
ment.
'In Buckfleld, April 8, Carlton Gardner, aged
Woodsum celebrated his 81st
2.651 w>

Qood Clothes.

lief,

all catarrhal
time will bring about a permanent cure. throat and lnngs, killing
mucous
For sale by F. ▲. Shurtleff & Co., South germs, healing the irritated
a
membrane
and
complete and
effecting
Oxford;
Paris; Jones Drug Store,

.......

IT

BLUE STORES.

NATXTBAL

.'•..^^"T^-.^^d^lla

The farm buildings owned and occuMt. Mica Lodge, I. O. O. P., has been
A. J. Knight at East Rumford,
invited to visit West Paris Lodge on pied by
ou the farm known as the Gen. Bolster
Ben
when
Abou
25th,
Wednesday, April
were destroyed by fire last MonAdliem Lodge of Auburn will also visit place,
the 9th. It is supposed
there. Special train will leave Auburn day morning,
the tire caught from a defective chimney.
at 6 p. m.
A hot fire had been kept the day
Herbert L. Swift and wife have both previous, to boil down sap. Fire
been very sick with pneumonia at their from sparks on the roof at 11 ο clock
home on Kim Hill during the past week. Sunday evening, but this was extinguishMrs. Swift is now regarded as improv- ed entirely, it was thought, by the family
ing, aud it is hoped that Mr. Swift is out and the farm crew, which numbered
of danger.
several men, as Mr. Knight owned a big
farm and kept a herd of 23 cows, besides
There will be a meeting of the Good
three horses and several pigs. He also
Cheer Weduesdav afternoon for business.
had apple orchards which yielded 800
Matters of importance will come before
bushels yearly, as well as orchards of
the meeting, and it is essential that every
smaller fruits.
member assist in spreading the notice
At 3 o'clock Monday morning fire
and be present at the meeting.
broke out around the chimney, and alMrs. Barnes entertained the Seneca though the neighbors were as prompt as
Club last Mouday evening. A delightful could be and the fire companies were
It was the last literary summoned from Rumford Falls village
t me all around.
meeting of the season. The annual yet the two miles of bad roads delayed
meeting will be held next Monday even- them so that by the time they had aring. It is not decided positively where rived little could be done.
it will be held.
The house was a two-story frame house
built over entirely new in
and
Sunday was such an Easter for weather 1800 although
yet the original frame remained of
as few like to see,
though the rain has
old General Bolster house, built here
It came down about the
done a lot of good.
over a hundred years ago, and in which
all day, with varying speed, and make
W. W. Bolster of Auburn was
things generally disagreeable out doors. ex-Mayor
born. Two of the big barns were a
In spite of the weather, the attendance
ceutury old and more.
at the South Paris church services was
The loss is about §12,000, with SOOOO
very good.
insurance, of which $1000 was on the
Kev. A. K. Baldwin will preach the furniture. A flock of fifty hens was also
anniversary sermon for Mount Mica burned. A very small part of the furniLodge, I. O. O. P., at the Congregatioual ture was saved.
church uext Sunday at 2:30 P. m. The
Frank Frazier, who occupied a small
Kebekahs are invited to join in the ser- rent in the second story, lost everything
vice, and meet at the hall at 2 o'clock. except a few articles from his sleeping
The anniversary of Odd Fellowship will room. He had no insurance.
All of hie
be observed ou the 20th.
Mr. Knight is 75 years old.
children are living away from home.
There will be an entertainment and
They include Mrs. Clifford, wife of Rev.
supper at the Baptist church, South Mr. Clifford of South Paris, a son who is
Paris, Wednesday evening, April 18.
of the Yarmouth Bakery Co.,
Edwin J. Quiuu of Portland, the popular proprietor
and a son Charles, who is a farmer in
reader and impersonator, will be the
Turner.
chief attraction, assisted by an orchestra.
There will be several vocal selections
Here and There.
on
the programme by the best local
talent.
It is fair to presume that the list pubMrs. Ε. A. llowe's millinery openlished in the Lewiston Journal, of the
in»; c ime off Friday and Saturday of last
to which the counties of the
week and was a pretty affair. The win- delegates
Second Congressional District are entiin
decorated
dow was prettily
dainty tled in the
state convention,
piuk and white aud some very pretty is incorrect.Republican
The state committee at
bats and bonnets exhibited both in the
Hallowell last Tuesday adopted a basis
Mrs. Howe and her
store and wiudow.
of representation. Although the paracorps of assistants tried to make everygraph which has appeared in the papers,
one welcome and to show them all the
to tell what that basis was,
The opening eudeavoring
pretty things possible.
is so worded that it makes no definite
attended.
well
was
statement, it looks as if it was intended
l'aris Grange will have an all day to mean that the basis is the same as in
meeting Saturday, April 21, with a previous campaigns, figured on the
harvest and contest dinner. AU Patrons gubernatorial vote of 1904. The Jourrequested to bring food. Deputies Sis- nal's figures give Oxford County a total
Ellis and Brother C. S. of 67 delegates, though its column foots
ter Kate B.
Stetson will be present.
Programme: only 65. But if the representation is to
Choir. be figured as it has for at least the past
Music
Aila King.
Keadlug
twenty years, twenty-three towns in OxCarrie
Gray.
Son*
to one delegate
K. L. SUrblrd. ford County are entitled
Reading,
Barbara Chapman. each more than the Journal gives them,
Song
Carrie Brlggs. and the total for Oxford is SS.
I'oein

>·

t

bis head

RHEUMATISM MAKES
ERABLE.

In a natural and rational way, by meddays since a jury icating the air you breathe with Hyomei,
returned what is thought to be a record every breath will be healing and antiAmerica^
verdict in a damage suit. It was for septic, like the air found on the mounJtoBoug.^^
The annual corporation meeting was 825,208 in damages for Fred Stilson tains where the pine forests give off their
Mae Muwy Field
6. Êsisay—Mythôiôjcy, I
held at the Opera House Monday even- against the Maine Central Railroad. He fragrant and healing balsams.
Ptsno Solo—Nellie Madeline Jackson.
No medicine taken into the stomach
ing. The following officera were elected : was injured in a collision in the Waterville yard, being a fireman at the time. can possibly reach tbe remote cells of the
Kimball.
Moderator—A.
Booney
air passages, or give the immediate relief
Clerk and Treasurer—Geo. L. Curtis.
A motion for a new trial was filed.
8. Essay—The Sub-msrine Boat,
Asset sore— D. 8. Sanborn, W. F. Jones, H. L.
Edward Sherman Eastman
that follows the use of Hyomei. A few
Home.
"à. 'ttecltaUon—Bene»llct Arnold,
CHAMBERLAIN'S SALVE.
Collector—F. E. DeCoeter.
I days' treatment is usually all that is necClyde Thornton Hebbard
to show how quickly this remedy
Chief Engineer—Geo. F. Hathaway.
This salve is intended especially for essary
Vioto Solo-Carl Skllllngs Rrlgge.
let Asst. Engineer—J. P. CuUloan.
will cure catarrh.
sore nipples, burns, frost bites, chapped
10. Essay—Jerome, the
2d Asst. Engineer—T. P. Richardson.
Befonner,^ ^ ^ Fire Police—G. A. Morue. Geo Ε Walker, 8. hands, itching piles, chronic sore eyes, So successful has Hyomei been in the
cure of catairh among their customers,
Hatch, H. E. Mixer, J. P. Edwards and E. C.
granulated eye lids, old chronic sores that F. A. Shurtleff
^cem^. Azuba Murphy Ij GWlnelow.
& Co. sell it under a
the skin, such as
of
for
diseases
aDd
named
Heroes,
iâi'Éesay—Un
Voted to pass
Kir pali Katherine Moi ton- j Voted to raise 16100.
salt rheum, ring worm, scald positive guarantee that it costs nothing
tetter,
! over the matter of lighting the park.
unless it gives satisfaction. Tbe comhead, herpes, barber's itch, scabies or
It is in no sense flattery to say that the Voted to establish several new
lights:
It has met with uu- plete outfit sells for one dollar, while
entire programme was of an exception- one at M. M. Fuller's, and one on Pike itch and eczema.
extra bottles can be obtained for 50
paralleled success in the treatment of cents.
ally high order of merit. The recitations Hill near Allard'e. The matter of a new these
diseases. Price 25 cents per box.
were those of trained speakers, rendered contract with the
Norway Water Co. waa Try it. For sale by Shurtleff & Co,
gracefully and with excellent expression, ; left with the chief engineer and the South
Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford;
while the essays disclosed not only a assessors with
power to make contract.
good command of language, but a good The establishment of a hydrant near the I Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
degree of originality of thought and in- j railroad crossing in connection with |
Mothtr Gra/ι Sweet Powder* for Children,
dividuality of style.
Paris waR left with the assessors.
Successfully use1 by Mother Gray, nurse In the
The essayists were from the two upper I
Mrs. V. W. Hills and Mrs. R. L. Children's Home In New York. Cure Feverishclasses of the school, and the readers Powers were in Portland the first of the ness, Bad Stomach, Teething Disorders, move
| and regulate the Bowels ana Destroy Worms.

Next Sunday the Methodist church
will have Easier services both morning
and evening, when there will be special
music and the pastor will give some
from the two lower classes.
thoughts on immortal life.
The judges were Principal Ε. H. I ratt
of
Rebekah of Oxford High School, Principal P. Ε
The district meeting
lodges of this district will be held at Hathaway of Norway High School, and
Norway Friday of this week, April 20th. Principal Hay E. Pomeroy of South I aris
Those of Mt. Pleasant Lodge who attend Grammar School. After a few minutes
will take the quarter past seven car.
consultation at the close of the proannounced the winners:
While splitting wood in his yard in gramme they
W. Wheeler; for recithe King neighborhood Thursday Charles For essay, Robert
I. Bonney. The prizes
H. Kimball caught his axe against a tation, Gladys
in gold.
clothesline overhead and it came down are each $5.00

\. R —W. K. KlmbaU Post. No. 14ί>, meet
of ead
t an·! thirl Saturday evening.·
3i' run. In l>. A. R. Hall.
w
Κ
Kimball Relief Corps meets lira
^atur-uv evening» of each month, li
«.· le»' C orp· Hall.
Γ of 11—Parla Ο range, from May 1 to Oct. 1
ιlir-t and third Saturday; daring thi
ι'.: tor of the year, meets everv Saturday, lj
rv
Hall.
n^e
or
C. O. <à. c.—Second and fourth Mondays ο

NOBWAT.

The High School Coateet.

▲ good andienoe of friend· and inter
eeted spectator* assembled in the hal Il
Good alelghing April 10th and 11th.
Friday evening for the annual pris»
essay and speaking contest of Paris Higl ! Rather unuaual.
School. Principal E. F. Clason of th< j Mrs. L. M. Lunt Is at work aa salesRchool, and Miss Susie L. Rounds an( woman in a wholesale establishment in
Miss Florence M. Jewett, the assistants Portland.
Owen P. Brooks bought the whole
occupied seats on the stage. Prayer wai
offered by Rev. Mr. Baldwin, and th< stock in the Russell meat market this
week.
programme was carried out as follows:
Several cars more for the Norway and
PUno Duet— Misses Barnes and Jackson.
Western Railway at the Norway station.
1. BeclUUon—The Polish Boy,
Some have been delivered and unloaded.
Eva Frances 8weU
2. Essay—Ambition
Frank H. Beck has greatly improved
Helen Martha Porter
3. RecltaUon—Aux Italiens,
his store by the addition of new awnings.
Leona DeAlbra Stuart
O. S. Sanborn, chairman of the board
Vocal 3olo—LIUa Chase Farrar.
of solectmen, was confined to his house
4. Essay—The Jew of
several days last week with a severe
5. Recitation—A Diamond In
cold.

CASTORIA

For Infants tnd Childrwi.

ΠΐΚΜΥΗϋΐηΑΙ·ΐ|ΐΐΗ{Μ

yy «y

Τ"**

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

iβ a

AS
A
DAILY
PAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW·
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Meat Market.

—

Carpets

Wool

odd patterns and clean

out

hand.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

T.

SQUARE,

No appetite, loss of strength, nervous
headache, constipation, bad breath
general debility, sour nsings. and catarrh
οI the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
This new discovKodol cures indigestion.
ery represents the natural Juices of digestion as they exist in a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest» known tonio
•nd reconstructive properties. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
cures all stomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S S Ban. οi Ra»enawood. W Va., saja.—
**
I waa troubled with sour atomach for twenty year·.
Kadoi cured to· and we ar· now using It Id mik
fcrtaby."
Kodol Digests What You Eat
luftln oely. S1.00 SUe boldin» 2S timea the trial
mm.

aUe. which seils for 50 cents.

Prepared by 1.0> OeWlTT * OO., OHIOAQO.
by V. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Eastern Steaiship Company.
PORTLAND AND BOSTON UNE.
l*«ro $l.sa.

Superb new steamers of this line leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
7 p. x.
▲11 cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.
LI SCO Μ Β,
Wharf, Portland, Me.
F.

Franklin

Ageut,

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

J.

R. F. D. 2,

spruce, Fir, Hemlock
and Poplar delivered at
any station.

Ε. H. PIKE,
J. WALDO NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIC BLOCK,

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

Edgings,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS.

Hatching.

Barred Rocks and
White Wyandottes.
of

Rose Comb Rhode Island

$4 per

15.

100.

W. C. THAYER,
36

Pleasant St., South Paris, Me.

fOITOTOn^AR
CASTORIA

A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

K. W.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !
I will furnish LH)OBS and WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reasonable piicee.

W.

Wood floor Board· for sale

CHANDLER,
....

0. K. Plows

ΓκΜιΛωΐΐΜίιι

Plows, also repairs
FOR SALE

at the old

place

the

MRS. MATILDA
South Paris,
=·*""»

S

ΤΙ· KM Yn Hm Ahnjs BMSkt

chopped almonds add one
tablespoon minced cel-

one

·

·

ο

boiling salted water, and served
after cooking as possible.

as soon

EGYPTIAN ROLLS.

ο

·

·

Pick the leaves from a soft, loose head
·
ο
·
·
·
·
ο
of cabbage, throw them into boiling
salted water, boil five minutes, and al·······
low them to stand until they lose their
crispness. Drain, and cut out the hard
Centrals uame a color.
Have ready half a pint of
Left mid-rib.
Sides: Right haiul. to growl.
lentils that have been soaked over night
1.
words
Horizontal
weak.
hand.
and boiled thirty minutes, and half a pint
Material for fences. 2. Indicates. 3. of rice that has been boiled in
plenty of
Fart of a fish. 4. A Homan numeral. water for fifteen minutes.
Drain and
5. A serj>eiit. G. To forbode evil. 7. To mix these together; add a
chopped
onion, a teaspoonful of salt and a dash
flow forth.
of pepper. Put a teaspoonful of this
Ko. 77.—ltevemlble Words.
mixture into the center of each leaf of
cabbage; fold over the ends and roll up.
Place the roll as soon as finished, compactly in a saucepan, and cover with
boiling salted water; cover, and simmer
gently for an hour. Lift the rolls carefully, drain and dish them. Mix two
tableepoonfule of butter, and two of
Hour in a saucepan; add one pint of
water in which the rolls were cooked,
and stir constantly until it boils. Add
half a teaspoonful of salt, a dash of pepper and the juice of one lemon; pour
over the rolls and serve as hot as possible.

6. Behead a vessel and get to fix or

arrange.

coming
J. MERRILL,
season.

Maine.

,/ΨΤΤΤΤ"

|

spoonful

butter,

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

"Is that all?" asked Mick In surprise.;
"That's nil. You see, I'm called thei
half reasoulng elephant, and I don't in-1
tend to do whole rensoning at half
price. You came in here on a half tickit, and I guess you have got your monItun along, little boy. |
ey's worth.
tour mamma is calling you."
II
"Gee whir!" exclaimed Mick.
iught'er bought a whole ticket"

up the whites of bis eyes,

"Lawd, sab, you has done ruined
life, you has, for sure."

Brain· Wanted.

me

"No—why?"

—

No. 05.
Shakespearean Quotation:
"When shall we three meet again?"
Charade: Con. science—conNo. 06.
science.
No. 07.—Initial Changes: Went, vent,
—

—

Day, ray, gay.
No. OS.—Novel Beheadings: Garfield.
1. Α-go. o-ne, gone. 2. P-al. E-den.
Alden. 3. G rain, s-lng, raining. 4.
Α-fire, f-arm, firearm. 5. T-ln, D-ane,
Inane. 6. T-en, d roll, enroll. 7. P-lan,
s-tern, lantern. 8. O-de, a-part, depart.
No. 09.—'Triangle: 1. Moroels. 2. Origin. 3. Ripen. 4. Ogee. 5. Sin. 6. In.
cent.

7. S.
Historic Scene: Socrates
No. 70.
drinking the hemlock.
No. 71.—Bird Talk: 1. Wren. 2. Auk.
3. Ibis. 4. Crane.
—

MACARONI

WITH

Nothing will relieve indigestion that is
thorough digestant. Kodol Dys- of Welsh rarebit.
pepsia Cure digests what you eat, and
BEAN
allows the stomach to rest—recuperate—
▲ few doses of Kogrow strong again.
Wash a quart of
not a

CHEESE

SAUCE.

Break half a package of macaroni, preferably the small kind, into pieces and
cover it with cold water, letting it stand
for five minutes. Then pour the oold
water off and place the macaroni in a
saucepan with plenty of boiling water,
ealted. Let it boil until it is tender,
stirring at intervals to keep it from sticking. In the meantime, pat a large tablespoonful of butter in the upper half of a
double boiler, the lower part being filled
with hot water, and after it bas melted,
stir in a tablespoonful of fiour. After
blending them, turn in a cupful of hot
milk, making a rather thin white sauce.
Season with salt and paprika to taste,
and then pour in a large cupful of cheese
which has been put through the meat
chopper. This thickens the sauce sufficiently, and when the macaroni is done
it is drained and stirred into this sauce.
Being in the double boiler, it will not
stick on the bottom and may be kept hot
until the time for serving. Any excess
of sauce for the proportion of macaroni
may be used the next day by heating it
and pouring it over toast in the manner
POLENTA.

Kate—Dolly is wearing Louis XV shoes

low.

Balle—I knew they

were

tut I didn't think that
han sevens.

they

pretty big,

were more

I GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.

Itehlng, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
lies. Druggists are authorised to reBad money if Paao Ointment tail· to
ore is β to 14 days. 60 oeats.

ways its fascinations.
There are, however, the long dusty
days of travel and sore backed horses,
the occasional swollen fords, and always present, though seldom encountered. are the quicksands of the dry
bottom streams.
They are Indistinguishable r.nd silent The shallow ribbons of water flow over them as over
all the rest of the river bed, but once
fairly In their grasp there Is a remorseless. certain settling, which a struggle
only hastens anil which ends in an everCattle and
lasting disappearance.
horses are caught in it oftenest, and, If
Reen in time, can be pulled out with a
rope and horse, but Into its hungry
maw have gone horses, wagons and
locomotive, going
men. and even a
through a bridge, has been known to
disappear In this bottomless mystery.—
Allen True in Outing.
Royal Gambler·.

A Divided Sentiment.

"Ah, but do you really and truly think

Little Agues is twelve yours old. She
Is a poetess. She has, maybe, a sense
of humor and, positively, she did not
On the latter's
like her stepmother.
birthday the youthful rhymer put forth
all her powers to pieuse the lady who
bad usurped her own mother's place.
The quatrain ran as follows:

[ am beautifu?"

"Yes, darling, honestly. Tou areas
beautiful as a soap ad in a magazine."
You feel the life giving current the
ninute you take it. A gentle, soothing
warmth, fills the nerves and blood with
ife. It's a real pleasure to take Hollis:er's Rocky Mountain Tea. 35 cents, Tea
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
>r Tablets.

I timnk you for your kindness,
I lliank you for your love
And hope God will reward you
By taking you above.

When you ask a man, "How do you
feel to-day?" and he replies: "First
•ate!" you don't really know any more
ι ibout it than you did before you asked
ι ;he question. But then you don't care.
■

Her stepmother hardly knew whether
this was to be taken prematurely or
She supposed not.—New York
not.
Press.

Never ose a

drop plf

scrubbing brash

Bears the

,of

Signature

Promotes Digestion-Cheerful·

ness and Rest .Contains neither
nor Mineral.

of

Opium,Morphine

«OT "Nakc otic.

—

Typewriters

flmmpkm Smd"
AbiSm***

t ills of the fact of its absolute usefuln ess.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
·'

It Is very hard for us to continue to
view with alarm" when we want to be

d own on Dog Biver for a week fishing,
h ut politics is politics and this Is the

him?"
"No, but

8 een

® to."

I've

seen

man
ever

caricatures of

—

"Tee."
"How did yon

at

to wash

Worms .Convulsions .Feveri shand Loss of Sleep.

ness

Facsimile Signature of
NEW YORK.

Commercial Brains
meneur·

recognise him?"
"By my ombrtUa."—Mil weak·# Sen* I

e

/

A

typewriter—quality
for attribute—by the

every

quality—attribute

I
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Underwood
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for

EXACT COPY QT WHAEPCR
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How npproach It In reaponaiveneaa—in
How reaemble
mechanical perfection.
It In appearance, dealgn and flulah. Ita

lncreaalng fame makea permanent the
Standard—

THE ORIGINAL OF ITS

Imitations

Never

are

KIND,
Qood.

so

WDERWOOD TYPEWRITER CO.,
241 Broadway, New York.

Exchange St.,

76

Portland, He.

00 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
I RADE ΙΠληΑΙ

Design·
Copyrights Ac.

Anyone sending a sketch and description mar
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether ao
Invention l§ probably patentable. Communication· strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patenta
sent free. Oldest airency for securing patent».
Patents taken through Munn à Co. receive
tptcial notice, without charge, In the

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest circulation of any scientific Journal. Terms. 93 a
year ; four months, |L Sold by all newsdealer·.

Co-operation
a Money Saver.
weekly

local
tural
home

Goods.
My
every
have

auction

rooms

Saturday

anything

to sell or wish

newspaper and

family publication.
or farm successfully

a

He

own

good agricul.can't run his

without either of

them.

A combination of the two,
far from the

operation
and

gives

regular price

which

saves

cost

not

of one, is

co-

at

a

A special contract enables us to furnish both
of these papers one year
for $1.75, but if subscrib-

the farmer money,

him two papers every week for

ed for

year, filled with all news of local interest,
and all up-to-date ideas in modern and sucone

ular

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT fills the
bill for local

call.

Your

THE NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARM

ER, New-York City, published weekly,

on a

has

You

To nil persons Interested In either of the Estates
hereinafter named :
At η I'roliate Court. held at Fart*. In ai<d
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tucnday of
March, In the year of our Lord one thousand
The following in tit.·r
nlno hundred ami hIx.
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It 1b hereby Oudekeu:
That notice thereof bo given to all person» la·
terested, by causing & copy of this order to be
Ushed three weeks successively in the OxDemocrat, a newitnaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Purls, on the
D. l'JOfl. at y
third Tuesday of April, A.
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.

a

and address

name

postal

Geo. W.

to

Farmer
Best,
Office, New-York City,
Tribune

no

PROBATE NOTICES.

the reg-

Maine.

news.

We want to

A. D.

separately

price is $2.50.

Send all orders to The
Democrat, South Paris,

farming.

superior in the land as a thoroughly pracIf you tical, helpful, entertaining, illustrated agricultural family paper.
to buy,

will be open

afternoon.

needs hie

intelligent farmer

EVERY

cessful

Furniture, Household

new VOM OITY»

will

pi··

bring

you

a

frej

sam-

copy.

spin

yarn about

In the first place you should know that Paroid
is no experiment. It has been on the market about
ten years and has stood the test.
In 1808 the U. S.
Government used a large amount of it in Cuba; four
years later, it having proved so ;atinfactory, they
ordered 1,200,000 feet for shipment to Manila, and
have now used many million square feet of it. The
Panama Canal CommiKsion placed their whole order
for Paroid, although nearly a hundred bids on imitations were submitted. Railroads, manufacturers and
farmers all over the country use it and indorse it.
C. W. EUSTIS, late of Dlxfleld, deceased: The sales of Paroid now are well up to 400 carloads a
will and petition for probate thereof presented year or approximately
20,000,000 feet.
by John K. Trask, the executor therein named.
We have handled Paroid for about four years, having sold over 130,000 feet
ADDISON E. HERBICK, Judge of said Court. and the sale is rapidly increasing. In 190ό we sold
enough to take the place of
V true copy—A ttest :
700,000 shingles.
ALBERT D. ΡΑΒΕ, Register.
It is practically fireproof; the National Association of Fire Underwriters
accept it in the class with gravel roofs as it is proof agairst sparks and cinder*.
NOTICE.
Another thing to be considered is the low cost as compared with shingles,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has ileen dulv appointed administratrix with being 20 to 40 per cent cheaper, according to the quantity and thickneeM u»e<l,
than a medium quality cedar, making allowance for the extra cost of laying the
the will annexed <>f the estate of
HEI.OISE HELENA HERSEV, latr of Oxford,
shingles. There are many roofs so fiat that shingles are entirely unsuitable,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having while Paroid would be as good as a gravel or tin roof at a small part of the
bonds as the law directs
Is is especially adapted to piazzas and dormer windows.
demands against the estate of said deceased are cost.
By using Paroid
desired to present the same for settlement, ami it is
practicable to build sheds, poultry houses, &c., with tlat roofs at a big savins
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay.
in material. We have the well known Xeponset Red
•nent tmmedlatolv.
Rope Roofing which in un
excellent low-priccd roof, good for five years or more. Also the
HELOISK E. HERSEY.
Mar. 20th, 190JÎ
Xeponset Black
Waterproof Paper. We shall be pleased 10 turnish samples and further information
on application.
NOTICE.

C-

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
3tt ta te of
FREEMAN C. STACY, late of Porter,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
lemands against the estate of said deceased are
leslred to present the same for settlement, and
ill Indebted thereto are requested to make pay-

ment

Immediately.
30th, 1806.

Mar.

Bankrupt's

In the matter of
FRANK K.

MARY A. STACY.

S. P.

MAXIM &

Solatia

Always

SON, Agents,

Paris, Maine

Remember the Full Name

Petition for Discharge.

)
DAVIS,
J In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
Γο the Πον. Clakence FIai.e, Judge of the Dis-

trict Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:
K. DAVIS, of BurkOeld, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
>ald District, respectfully represents that on
:he 27th day of Jan., last past, he was duly
tdjudged bankrupt under the Acta of Congress renting to Bankruptcy; that he has duly aurrenlered all his propertv ami rights of property,
•nd ha" fully compile» with all the requirements
>* said Acts and of the orders of Court touching

Cures a Cold In One Day, Grip in Two.
on

Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
>v the Court to have a full discharge from all
lebta provable against his estate under said
isnkruptcy Acts, except such debts as are exscpied by law from such discharge.
Dated this 20th day of Mar., A. n. 190G.
FRANK K. DAVIS, Bankrupt.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Whereas, Sarah A. Danforth of Dlxfleld, In
County of Oxford and State of Maine, by her
lortgage deed dated the flrst day of November,
D. ltW8, and recorded In the Oxford Registry
f Deeds, book 210, page 225, conveyed to Henry
Stanley of Dlxfleld, In the County of Oxfonl
od State of Maine, a certain piece or parcel of
sal estate situate In Dlxfleld, aforesaid, and
ounded and described aa follows, to wit:
The homestead farm of said Sarah A. Dan>rth and being the same and all tbe real estate
eeded to the said Sarah A. Danforth by Henry
ores by his warranty deed dated March 14th,
170, and recorded with Oxford Registry of
eeds, bx>k 166, piige 243; and whereas said
'enry O. Stanley by his deed of assignment
sted October 2d, 1888, and recorded la Oxford
e^lstry of Deeds, book 907, page 286, did assign
dd mortgage deed the note, debt and claim
terrby secured to Frank Stanley; and whereas
ild Frank Stanley, by his deed of assignment
ited February 29th, A. D. 1892, and recorded In
xford Registry of Deeds, book 228, pan 247 did
nlgn said mortgage deed, the note, debt and
aim thereby secured to Albion P. Marsh; and
heieaa, the said Albion P. Marsh, by his deed I
! assignment dated January 23d. Α. D. 1894. and
corded la Oxford Regittry of Deeds, book 237,
tges 196 and 196, did assign said mortgage deed
« bote, debt and claim thereby secured to me,
«undersigned, and whereas tbe condition of
id mortgage has been broken, now therefore,
r reason ot the breach of the condition thereof,
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
<
Dated at Dlxfleld, Me., this Slat day of March,
D. 1906.
JOHN 8. HARLOW.

Early RImn

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

.•to bankruptcy.

gas

The famous little

Clcanwj tuil brautificl the h«L·.
I'romuM a luxuriant ^Towth.
Never Falls to Bntoro Cmv
Hair to it· Youthful Color.
Curri tn'p di*»M k. h»ir
.ί-τ. nnd <1.ιν »t

IVvv wV ΙίΛΙΠΤν. _Ti V»
ΙΠΙλ
Λ VJUb Λ aiAVil&rl'
«top· th«o<mihandh.»I. lung·

Box*
pill*

We Do all Kinds of....
JOB PRINTING.
,

AtwooH & FnrbM, South Ρ»Π».

QUAKER RANGE

..

Went Ever.

"Tes, indeed; he's the homeliest
ι ι public life today. Haven't you

Ose
For Over
Thirty Years

Aperfect Remedy forConstipa-

fion. Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea

le

t all

"Sometime·," said Uncle Ebon, "povrty ain't near as mnch of a handicap to
iloloth, and neither soda nor very hot a yoong man as kaowln' how to plaj do ' « BtL
rater if 70a wish to preserve the paint i b injoorbotn' a favorite wlf da ladle·."
>t>oe.

ALL

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
ÎI8TKICT OF Maikk, ss.
On this 7th day of Apr., A. D. 1906. on readng the foregoing petition, It Is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
ipon the tame on the 27th day of Apr., A. D.
906, before said Court at Portland, In said Disrict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that noIce thereof be published In the Oxford Demorat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
bat all known creditors, and other persons In
nterest, may appear at the said time and place,
,nd show cause, If any they have, why the
•rayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And it Is further ordered by the Court, That
he Clerk shall semi by mall to all known credtors copies of said petition and this order, adIressed to tbem at their places of residence ar
ta ted.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of
be said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
α said District, on the 7th day of Apr., A. D.
we.
JAMES Ε. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L.e.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.

j

"Ob, they flatter him. Ton should
Catholic 8tandard and
him."
* ee
fine chalk andrab it also on the ο impalgn year.
inen. Lay it oat Id the air.. A· it driea
1 'toes.
1 0 CUBE A COLD IN ONE DAY
vet it a Uttle, and the mildew, after a
Ί ake Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets,
«oond applioation, will disappear.
A Great DctMtlv·.
A quick and easy way to akin a beet is I ruggists refund money If It falls to
Too say he has grown whisker·
is
on
ο
ire.
E.
W.
it
Grovx's
as
is
as
soon
oold
water
in
ο
signature
pat it Draw
1 In ce last yoo saw him 7"
the hand gently down e loh box. 2fic.
looked.
iome

•eh one and the skin will

OF

FRANK

Living indoors so muoh during the
winter months oreates a sort of a stuffy,
Distance· In Venetnela.
rant-of-ozone condition in the blood and
In traveling In Venezuela it is not
Clean up and get
< lystera generally.
enough to ask bow far distant a place
a few Early
; ■eady for spring. Take
Risers. These famous little pills cleanse s.but also how far up or down—in other
tvords, wtiat Its altitude Is, and, no less
ι be liver, stomach and bowels and give
1 he blood a chance to purify itself. They
mportant, what hills and valleys have
ι olieve headache, sallow complexion, etc. , :o be crossed.
Thus it Is not only
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
j îecessary to know that Caracas is six
niles distant In a straight line from La
"Women have no originality—no in·
3uayra, its seaport, but that It lies at
'entive genius."
half a mile above
"Nonsense; I have seen my typewriter in elevation of nearly
tea level and that to reach It one has
ι nake a memorandum with a hat pin on
:o cross a mountain wall rising far
ι t cake of soap when she had no paper
I landy."
ibove the clouds. This, to the experiencid traveler, means that he must preThis is the season of listlessness, head- >are for an entirely different climate.—
Hollister's
J «hes and spring disorders.
3eorge M. L. Brown in St. Nicholas.
I locky Mountain Tea is a sure preventaand
I ive. Makes you strong
Battles In the 8··.
vigorous.
ί 5 cents, Tea or Tablets. F. A. ShurtFights between sharks and porpolees
' Bff A Co.
, ire said to be common in the waters
"His son failed to pass the Civil Service iround the Florida keys, and the flshrmen thereabout declare that the por< xamination in spelling and geography."
•oise always wins and sends the shark,
"What's he going to do?"
"I should say he'll go baok to teachvhlch usually begins the fight, scurryi ug school."
Qg away. The shark has to turn on Its
;lde to bite, and the nimbife porpoise
Don't drng the stomach to oure a
asily keeps out of reach of Its snap( ough.
One Minute Cough Cure cuts
>lng Jaws and then Jumps in and deals
t he mucus, draws the inflammation out
be shark tremendous slaps with Its

c t the throat, lungs and bronchial tubes,
the oentre, and if clean when withdrawn I eals, soothes and cares. A quiok cure
Its
f or croup and whooping oough.
the cake is perfectly oooked.
What good does it do yon to eat if
Never pat clothes away nnbrashed, c onstantly increasing use for many years

roar stomach fails to digest the food? aor forget to pall and straighten oat
None. It does you harm—cause belch| {loves, to roll up veils carefully and
ng, sour stomach, flatulence, etc. When lever sit about in a walking dress in:he sto.naoh falls a little Kodol Dyspepioors, are golden rales to remember for
lia Cure after each meal will digest what , die
preservation of clothes.
rou eat and makes the stomach sweat
To remove mildew oat of linen, rub
t. ▲. Shurtleff ά Co.
< lie linen well with soap, then scrape

By
been the theme of our history.
some stream under the cot ton woods of
an evening you may sometimes see this
half gypsy, and the tire, with its accompanying smell of bacon and beans
or the song and accordion, will suggest
as you drive by why the roving has al-

The fascination which games of
chance have exercised over geutle and
Jewett— How was that?
Hewitt—He married the girl I was en- simple Is well illustrated In the description by Stow of the entertainment
gaged to.
given l>y Henry Picard, mayor of Lon"I once oame very near becoming a don. in 1357, when the kings of France
mull-millionaire,said the man with and Scotland, I wing prisoners in Engreminiscent tendencies.
land, and the king of Cyprus on u visit
"What a narrow escape!1' rejoined the
to Edward III., tho mayor "kept his
roan who is serving on the grand jury.
ball against all comers that were willDon't tie a cough or cold up in your ing to play at dice and hazard. The
lyetem by taking a remedy that binds Lady Margaret, his wife, did keepe her
the bowels. Take Kennedy1· Laxative
chamber to the same Intent." The
Booey and Tar. It is differeat from all mayor, having won Γ>0 marks from the
It
other cough syrups. It is better.
king of Cyprus, returned him the monopens the bowels—expels all cold from
the system, relievee coughs, colde, croup, ey, saying, "My lord and king, be not
whooping cough, etc. An ideal remédy aggrieved, for I covet not your gold,
Children like it. but your play."—Chambers' Journal.
for young and old.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Go.

—

—

{ula-|

Tue Measure

to poultry. Is still a familiar sight on
western roads. The spirit of dissatisfaction and lunging for newer Holds
tint lurks under that broad brimmed
hat is a spark of the same tire that has

bankruptcy.

COLD 8LAW.

Key to the Pnsaler.
M.
Ithymed Adjectives: 1.
Might, bright. 2. Greeu, mean. 3.
Fay. gay. 4. Tart, smart. 5. Lad. glad.

ÀV^etebtePreparalionforAs-

To keep well, beyond the usual active time of life, is a blessing. But it is
easily done if you use the True "L. F."
Atwood's Bitters.

—

Always Bought

IHMinn;MliiMi«iw?HHni

MRS. C. S. MOODY,
Skowhegan, Me.
R. F. D., No. 7.

—

Girl —Please, have you a
Shred sufficient crisp cabbage to
Beat one egg; add a
measure a quart.
sheep's head?
No. my dear; gill of sour cream, and cook until smooth
Facetious Butcher
and thick. Put four tablespoon fuis of
ouly my owu.
Mother vinegar, a slice of onion, a bay leaf, and
It won't do.
Ultle Girl
a tablespoonful of chopped celery in a
wants one with brnius in It
sauce pan; boil a moment, cool and
strain into the egg mixture. Sprinkle
Help· People Up.
over the cabbage a teaspoonful of salt, a
Smlggs—There goes a man who has quarter of a teaspoonful of pepper, then
done much to arouse the people.
pour over the dressing. Uiz thoroughly
and serve very cold.
Suiaggs—Great labor agitator, eh?
Smiggs—No; manufacturer of alarm
Other Recipes.
clocks.

No.

Respectfully,

CAN YOU BELIEVE YOUR SENSES?
When two of them, taste and smell,
having been impaired if not utterly destroyed, by Nasal Catarrh, are fully restored by Ely's Cream Balm, can you
Worcester Tost.
doubt that this remedy deserves all that
has been said of it by the thousands
whom it bas cured? It is applied directly TREACHEROUS RIVER BEDS.
to the affected air-passages and begins its
healing work at once. Why not get it A lIuniMlreiU'r'ii Outfit When Caught
In tlic Qulckituntl·.
to-day? All druggists or mailed by Ely
The "mo»*crV' wagon, canvas covered
Bros., 56 Warren Street, New Fork, on
receipt of 50 cents.
aiul travel worn, is always picturesque.
T!it» traveling home for a family and
"Have you and your wife quarreled?"
all their worldly goo.ls, from furniture

Little

With large, new building· and new
equipment throughout, revised course· those who pull wires."
PLEASE SEND YOUR CATALOGUE! of study and increased teaching force, it
A charming salad is made by cutting
has the best facilities in the world for k\\ smart up-to-date women of to-day, cucumbers in halves lengthwise; remove
GIVING PULL INPORMATION
men
and
women.
Know
how
to
and
bake, wash, sing
young
play; the seeds and fill with a mixture of
Never has there been such a demand Without these talents a wife is N. G.
celery and tomato cut in small dice, or
for joung people who bave a thorough Unless she takes Rocky Mountain Tea. irith oelery and minced oold fish of any
To
training for business. More than 30 ap- Ψ. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
kind, or with cress and tomato, flavoring
plications a month are received for Bliss
with scraped onion.—New Idea.
me
to
be
Jack
asked
Miss
Street, graduates.
Elder—Yes,
Pull information together
and
bis
for
I
life,
accepted.
Hints.
partner
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
Kiss Younger—How lovely. And you
A sore way of telling if a cake U
City or town, upon request. A call at the school will ■rill be
the senior partner, won't you,
convince you of its superiority.
PALL
:ooked is to lightly insert a skewer In
J ear?

TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
State.
BUSS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me,

.and silently

for

cupful

white beans, put them
aol after meals will soon restore the into cold water and boil about three
stomaoh and digestive organs to a full hours, until soft and mealy; for every
rfortnance of their functions naturally.
quart of boiled beans, take one and half
Id by F. A. Shurtleff à Co.
tablespoonfuls of molasses, one teaspoonful salt, one-half teaspoonful of mustard,
"In early times the leading statesmen
olive oil or butter,
one
were those who split rails."
teaspoonful of pepper, and
"But we have none save wire fences one-quarter
one
tablespoonful of vinegar. Stir
to-day."
these in thoroughly and cook for ten
"And the leaders are consequently
minutes. Be careful not to scorch them,

FILL OUT. CL'T OFF AND MAIL TO US.

said:

cream, and one-fourth teaspoonful of
pepper. Stir until it reaches the boiling
point and serve.
or

tablespoonful

In any

his bride over

slowly rolling

then"—

looked
from head to foot, then

The negro turned

CABBAGE A LA FLAMANDE.
"I notice that when you take a trip
Trim off the outer leaves of a hard you always go on different trains."
"That's for the children's sake. If
head of cabbage and cut into eighths.
with boiling salted water and al- either one of the trains should be wreckCover
a
2
to
1
merryFrom
(five letters),
low it to stand for fifteen minutes; drain, ed, the kids would have at least one
making; from 2 to 1, one of the six
fine and put into a saucepan; add parent left."
shop
mechanical powers; from 2 to 3, two
tableepoonfule of butter, one onion
If you ever bought a box of Witch
nooses; from 3 to 2, found in every
chopped fine, a bay leaf, a teaspoonful
failed to give satisfacworkbasket; from 3 to 4, a narrow of salt, one-fourth teaspoonful of pepper Hazel Salve that
tion the chances are it did not have the
of
of
a
and
an
4
to
from
3.
of
leather:
teaspoonful
ground
portions;
eighth
piece
name "E- C. DeWitt A Co," printed on
from 4 to δ. removes the outer cover- cloves. Cover the saucepan and simmer
in the box. The
an hour, stirring the wrapper and pressed
of
for
three-quarters
to
from
5
ing; from 5 to 4. to slumber;
Witch Hazel Salve
often. Take out the bay leaf, add an- original DeWitt's
6. haste; from G to 5. great depths; from other
to
satisfaction for boms,
tablespoonful of butter, the juice never fails give cracked
G to 1. to delay: from 1 to 0, fed again; of a lemon and serve at once.
bands, etc.
sores, boils, tetter,
For blind, bleeding, itching and protrudfrom 1 to 7. fume.;; from 7 to 1, beloved
CHARLESTON CABBAGE.
ing Piles it affords almost immediate reby smokers; from 2 to 7, plunders;
Sold by F. A.
Remove the outer leaves of a hard lief. It stops the pain.
from 7 to 2. a high seat without a
head of cabbage, cut into
quarters. Shurtleff & Co.
back; from 3 to 7, genders; from 7 to
Throw into a kettle of boiling salted
"If your conscience compelled you to
3, the same; from 4 to 7, harbors; from water, eimmer for thirty minutes, then
7 to 4. a strap: from 5 to 7, checks; drain. While the cabbage is cooking ?ive up anything during Lent," asked
from 7 to 3. stains; from G to 7, drags; beat one egg until light and add to it Sirs. Henpeck, "what would it be?"
After assuring himself that there was
from 7 to G, turf.—St. Nicholas.
gradually one cupful of cream. In a
between him and the front door
saucepan put four tablespoonfuls of nothing
her husband sadly answered:
No. 7.S.—Hidden Flah.
vinegar, one bay leaf, a slice of onion,
"You."
and two tablespoonfuls of olive oil.
1. The Elsie books are well known.
for live minutes; strain into
Cook
elowly
sun.
2. Snows melt under the April
the egg and cream. Pour this over the
Important to Mother·.
which has been arranged in a
cabbage,
No. 70.—Beheaded Veaaela.
and bake for ten minutes. Bnrrilne carefully «very bottle of CABTOHLL,
dish,
baking
1. Behead a vessel and get a domes- Serve in the dish in which it is cooked. a ufe and (are remedy for Infant· and children,
and we that It
tic animal.
Ο
tAilOau &·
LàA U
2. Behead a vessel and get entirely.
Chop rather âne a hard head of cab3. Behead a vessel and get a narrow
bage. Throw into boiling ealted water,
street.
allow to come quickly to the boiling la Um For Over SO Tear·.
4. Behead a vessel and get a sacred
Tha Kind Toe Bar· Always Bought.
point. Then allow to simmer, uncoverobject iu Hebrew history.
ed, for twenty minute·. Drain; return
6. Behead a vessel and get part of J to kettle; add to each quart one tableHewitt—That fellow saved me from
of milk
half a
of
the

human body.

The Kind You Have

&Ui4-

"You men make me tired!" exclaimed
the wife from across the table.
"What is the matter now, dear?" said
the husband, raising his eyes from bis
paper for a moment.
"Why, you men are all the time abusing women for talking!"
No response from behind the paper.
"Talk! Why, the men do nothiug else
but talk. Talk in the house, talk in the
street, talk in the shop!"
No response from behind the paper.
IT'H UEBT TO PAT THE PHICB.
"And we poor women get the credit
The great beast shook his head. "I
for it. That's the way of the world.
Duld tell you part of it," he said.
Sây! Why don't you say something?"
"Part's no good," answered Mick.
When the Honeymoon Began.
'Cause neither of yez kin climb a tree
A minister in a Western town was
tackwarde. Here's another: Whafs de
called upon one afternoon to perform
lift between you and a tree?"
the marriage ceremony between a negro
"Because the trunk is not on the
town
the
of
preacher
couple—the negro
but the bow is"—
bough,
home.
from
absent
being
After the ceremony the groom asked
"Why don't you go on?" asked Mick.
"Because I'm not expected to."
the price of the service.
"Oh, well," said the minister, "you
"Why aren't you expected to?"
is
it
think
whatever
can pay me
you
"I suppose because if you knew I
worth to you."

of all vegetables in the hands of a trained cook, and may be served in a dozen
different ways. It should be cooked in

ο

·

ο

For Infants and Children.

She Said it All.

APPLES WITH NUTS.

ο

·

·

March 23, 19014.
Dear Sirs:—
I have used your "L. F." Bitters for
a number of years and find them just
what they arc recommended to be. The
best family mcdicinc we have ever used.
Also have an uncle over (70) seventy
years of age, who says: "There is nothing that ever could take its place for
him."

ery, one teaspoon salt and a dash of
Simmer ten minutes, add one
tablespoon dissolved gelatine, strain into distance traveled by the card was beWhen tween 27,000 and 28,000 miles.—New
individual molds and set on ice.
co jgealed, unmold and serve in lettuce York News.
c tps with mayonnaise.

Cabbage

Maine.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
OF ΚΟΒΤβΛβΕ.
WHEREAS, (ialen Howe, of Hanover, Maine,
by Id· mortgage deed, dated the fifth day of
October, A. D. 1Α». and recorded In Oxford
County Registry of Deed·, book 24S, pave· .239
and J4<>, conveyed to the undersigned, the Water·
ville Saving· Bank, a corporation established by
the law· of Maine, the following described real
estate situated in the town of Hanover. In the
• ountv of Oxford, aforesaid, bounded at the
dateof said mortgage as follow·: Easterly, by
the River road ; southerly, by land of Mr· Κ. H.
Hutch Ins; westerly and northerly, by the land
It being one hundred (100)
of O. P. Rutseil.
feet on River road and containing about onequarter of an acre. Same premise· to me conveyed by Prenti*s M. Putnam sometime between
18») and 1870. and now occupied as a homestead
by me end W. 8. Howe.
Ami Whereas, the conditions of said mortgage
have been broken, now. therefore, by reason of
the breach of the conditions thereof, the onder*I|tned the said Bank claims a foreclosure of
stud mortgage.
Dated at Watervllle, Maine, this twenty ninth
of March, A. D. 1906.
WATKRVILLE SAVINGS BANK.
By B. R. DRUMMOND. Treasurer.

The 0. K. and Paris

Reds.

setting of

Goal at

Went Sumner,

Crayon, Water color,

limited number

Stove Wood and

E.

Grade Portrait Work

for

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

Mtlched Hard

Mouldings sjL

Nichols St..

MAINE.

WEST PARIS,

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

Mats, Mirrors

75c. per

The circus was coming to town, and
York, Liverpool, all the children were in anxious expecPhiladelphia,
the
with
and
Marseilles
Naples,
Paris,
tation. "If you ko," said the teacher
information on the back of it that the the
day before, "be sure to see the elecard had been started around the world.
the most knowing of all quadAfter an sbsenoe of exactly four phant,
months the missive reached the sender. rupeds and for sagacity called the 'half
"
Every poet offloe through which the reasoning elephant.'
"You bet I'll see him!" said Mickey.
card passed bad its postmark stamped
upon it, and it bore evidence that every "I ain't been doin' choree all de spring
post office official throughout its entire fer nuttin'."
oourse who had handled the card took as
Once within the canvas be made
much interest In the affair as the sender
itraight for the elephants.
did.
"Gee!" said Mickey. "Who punctuAfter leaving Naples, the card started
ated your tire?"
across Italy, to Brindisi, thence up the
archipelago to Venice, thence across to "What's that yer givin' us, youngConstantinople, Alexandria, Cairo and ster?" replied the elephant
"Some one must have stuck pins in
Suez, through the Red Sea, gulf of Aden
and Arabian Sea to Bombay, thence to your cover, all right," grinned Mick,
of
down
the
Bay
Calcutta, from there
"for you're all wrinkled up. Say," he
Bengal, up through the China Sea to continued, "can you tell me why you
and
thence
to
Honolulu
over
Hongkong,
are like a stove?"
across the Pacific to San Francisco, to
Denver and to Philadelphia. The entire

—

It In want ot any kind of Finish tor Inside or
Outahle work, eend In your order·. Pine Lum
>jer and Shingle· on hand Cheap tor Caah.

and Pictures,

a

S. BROWN,
South Paris.

cup

HeGot his Money's Worth

via New

cayenne.

·····- Ο

Ο

wood,

hard

one

CASTBRU

A Good Record for "L. F's."

dressed to the sender at his residence in

GRATIN.

at 70

Healthy

AD Aoinial Story For
Little Folks

Êrdle

Recipes.
AU

Poetal Card.
the regulations to

Philadelphia, who waa anxious to see
how long It would take a postal card to
the world, and what route would
taken, purchased an international
postal card and mailed It In that city, ad-

Select sound, finely flavored apples;
wash clean and core; then carefully remove the pulp from the skins, chop the
pulp, and mix with an equal quantity of
chopped nuts; season to taste with salt,
No. 73.—Charade.
refill the apple shells with the mixture,
My whole sends vessels fair and fleet arrange in a buttered baking dish, add'a
O'er many a distant sea
little boiling water, and bake in a moderMy first to bring—'tis passing sweet. ate oven nntil the
apples are soft and the
As fragrant as can be;
skins brown. Serve with bard sauce
The sailors last, as toiling sore
nicely flavored with nutmeg or lemon, or
They set the sails to leave the shore.
serve with thick cream and sugar.
No. 7U.—Hoarglaaa.
Dishes for Cabbage Lovers.
·······
is one of the most delicious

Ο

Also Window & Door Frames.

Picture Frames

Also

dry

Good four-foot
well seasoned.

To

pint water,

the city is situated.
1. An important city of Pennsylvania.
2. A city of Turkey in Europe.
3. An island of Africa.
4. A small kingdom of Europe.
5. A city of New York.
β. A river of New Jersey.
7. A county and bay of Ireland.

Wood for Sale.

Portland Divi5ion.

Eggs

NDT8

a

the contrary, letter· «re sometime· sent
od a
journey around the world. ▲

Oemepoedeaoe on topic· of lntenat to the l»di

Ho. 74.—Geographical Acroatie.
The initials name an
important
commercial city of northern Europe;
the finals name the country in which

SOUTH PARIS.

PEELED PULPWOOD.

Stomach

in

Journey of

Notwithstanding

NUT MOLD.

THay-θΓ.

Wanted.

Soup

High

HOMMAKEBS* COLUMN.
<

Κ*. Τλ-Ε·Ι(Μ».
I am a person, a car and part of a
railroad track. 1 often carry dosens of
myself and pass over thousands of myself, yet If thlt» were reversed and I
were to carry what I usually pass over
I would be something else, whereas If
I should pass over what I usually carry I should kill them.

shipping live stock every week,
paying full market price.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

à

*

_

Nut

Am

MARKET

J.

mm.

Uaoficlted. Addraaa: Editor Hoimuuk*
oounm, Oxford Democrat. Parla. Malati.

Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
Freeh fish arrives every Monday afternoon and Thursday morning.
and

Corner Main and Danforih Sts..

constantly on

Fresh meats of all kinds

up stock.

Sold

φ >

Both Papers One Year (or $2.25.

NEWS-

close

♦

Alternate Id a battered ramequin layers of chopped peanuts, English walnuts
metropolitan newspaper (or busy people, almost ae
Carriei
Free
Rural
and
Delivery
a
ae
yoar
daily,
or
good
hickory nuta, nicely aalted, and bread
brings it to yoar door three times every week.
crumbs, finishing with a layer of orambs.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
Moisten wiih rich atock or cream and
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
bake until delicately browned. Serve in
value.
of
its
Tribune, whioh is a guarantee
the ramequin. Just before sending to
not
have
and
farm
or
a
on
the
If you live in
village
the table, sprinkle freely with grated
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
oheeae.
Ho. 73.—Addltloae.
cost.
small
world
at
a
the
of
news
all
with
very
important
NUT8 WITH BICE.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY First, take what steals In summer hours
can
secure it with The sweetness from the fragrant flowers;
To two cape of cooked rice add one
is
TRIBUNE only 11.50 per year, butyou
an O. and. If exclaimed.
add
Next
Democrat,
oup chopped almond· or peanuta and two
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford
An Interjection has been named.
tablespoonfuls grated cheese. Season to
Third, add an A. Here large and strong
taste with salt, bind together with a
A serpent drags Its length along.
beaten egg and shape into balls. Fry a
Then add an R. In search of food
A wild hog roots In yonder wood.
golden brown in deep boiling fat. GarLast, add a D. Without a flaw.
nish with créas or lettuce.
It feels the hammer and the saw.

GOOD

to

*
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The nickel rails in the

QUAKER MODEL

to

on

remove

as

are

they

easy

are

without bolts
50 cts.

°°wn,Bd

50 cts.

Variety Start, Norway.

.w..k.t

put

